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Tho-S _umrme Cou_ _!Q_ f _LthWot
Civil Appeal CasJe No. 749a0

Desinan of a beneficir in a We inswrnc poliy - 4iht of the heft and the
surviving spouse in the event of death of an insmted person - obligadon of an insme7 -
good i2th qired in the pefonmnance of a lfe inmswe contract -joiinkg rrdpa
as perons liable for conibiuion or indenmfty to the defendant - intwntdo - Comm.
C Arts. 691, 701, 705, 706 Civ. Pro. C Arts 41, 43.

On appeal from a judgnent of the figh Court de gd aim of the deniaftd
beneficiary to be entitled to the proceds of a I* kisrance policy where such payment
was earlier made to the heirs of the insured upon order of the Addis ababa A ,ja Cont

Hei. Judgment reversed

L Payment of the proceeds of a lfe insurance policy to the designated
beneficiary is an obligation the insure must assume.

2. Order of a lower court in this rewd cannot be invoked for relief from
subsequent payment to be made to the destgnated beneficiay,

Tir 25, 1971

Justices: Ato Teshome Haile Mariam
Abebe Workie
Getachew Afrassa

Appellant: Woiz. Yeshimembet Jemaneh

Respondent: The Ethiopian Insurance Corporation

After exanilning the arguments of both parties, we have rendered the decision
as follows:

.Decision

This is an appeal from the judgment of the High Court rendered on Tir 26,
1970 under file No. 1133/69.
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The present appellant who initiated this proceeding alleged that:

1. her brother the late Ate Engidi Jwna-eh bad designated her as the beneficiary
of his life insurance policy the proceeds of which is Bin 30,000;

2, upon the death of her brother she claimed payment of the said amount, but
the respondent requested her to produce a dully probated court order in which
her status is established;

3. wh e n she fulfilled the request, the respondent once again failed to pay her the
money on the ground that it had already effected the payment to the children
of the deceased who are also his heirs;

4. pursuant to Art. 705 and 706 of the Commercial Code, money due from this
policy does not form part of the estate of the insured pe!rson;

and pleaded that the Insurance Corporation pay her the proceeds of the policy, I.e.
Birr 30,000.

The Ethiopian Insurance Corporation affirmed that wlwn the appellant claimed
the proceeds of the policy, she was told to have her status as an heiress established.
Before she had complied with the request, the respondent contended. the spouse and
childreni of the deceased produced a dully probated certificate of heirship from the
Awraja Court on Tir 29, 1968 under file No. 2450/67. As it was further instructed to
effect payment of the proceeds of the policy to these heirs by the said court, the
Corporation stated, it had complied with the order and paid the sum to them.
Respondent went on further and stated that the heirs have undertaken to Intervene
in any litigation that may ensue regarding this payment and pray6d that these heirs
be joined in the proceeding in accordance with Art. 41 of the Civil Procedure Cod

When the High Court ordered that the heirs of the deceased be joined in the
proceeding, they submitted a reply dated 20/4/70 in which they stated the non
existence of any ground justifying their intervention. The present appellant, on her
part, argued that if the respondent had paid the proceeds of the policy to ineligible
persons without theee being any suit against it, it may claim restitution, but cannot in
any way be relieved of its liability under the policy.

In its judgment, the High Court stated that Woiz Ycshimebet is a designated
beneficiary of the life insurance policy. On the other hand, the heirs are also entitled
to the proceeds of the policy pursuant to Art. 701 of the Commercial Code. But as
the Corporation paid the disputed unm not of its pwn will but in pursuance of the
order made by the Addis Ababa Awraja Court dated Tir 29, 1968 And Yekatit 4, 1968
under file No, 2450/67, it should not be held liable for second payment
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The appellant brought an appeal from this judgment of the Higb Court on
Ginbot 29, 1970 alleging that the Insurance Corporation was aware of the fact that
the deceased had named her as a specified beneficiary of the policy and that she was
in possession of the poicy. She was furthermore informed by the insurance
Corporation that payment would be made to her when she estabUshed at court that
she is the sister of the deceased She argued that since the respondent is aware of all
these, it is unlawfully litigating against her by invoking a legal provision that governs
Situations in which the beneficiary is not specified in the policy. As regards the
contention that payment was made pursuant to the order of the Awraja Court, the
appellant argued that since the respondent was aware of the beneficiary specified in
the policy. it cannot avoid the obligation on this ground.

The appellant also objected to the judgment of the High Court which had
reasoned that the decision of the Awraja Court ordering payment to the heirs was
improper, but had nonetheless ruled that appellant should sue the heirs and not the
Insurance Corporation.

Counsel for the respondent, in its reply dated Hamle 1, 1970 admitted that it
had promised to pay the proceed of the insurance policy .when the heirs establish
their right to the inheritance. It argued that although the appellant is a spedfied
beneficiary of the policy, the law also provides that the subsmiber's spouse and
children are deemed to be specified beneficiaries. The -spouse and children of the
deceased had established their status as heirs before the appellant did so.

The respondent further argued that the appellant was also the representative
of a child of the deceased named Tamirat Engida. but that the Awraja Court had
reju d the claims of the appellant in its decision of Tir 5, 1965 (File No. 4311/67).
The Awraja Court had also ordered on Tir 29/1967 (File No. 2450/67) that, since the
right of the legal heirs of the deceased to the inheritance should not be prejudiced by
reason of the loss or non-production of the policy, payment should be made to the
legal heirs who are the children of the deceased. Furthermore in the explanation to
this decision made on Yekatit 4. 198 the Awraja Court had ruled that the Ethiopian
Insurance Corporation should effect the payment of the proceeds of the insrance
policy in accordance with the earlier decision of the Court" and that this decision
should be transmitted to the Corporation, thereby ordering the Corporation to pay the
proceeds to the legal heirs. The Corporation therefore aleged that it had paid the
proceeds of the policy to the heirs accordingly and that the legal heirs had undertaken
to intervene in and litigate am diWute concerning the payment The respondeat
therefore argued that even if the appellant were to be deemed as a beneficiary of the
policy, she would have a claim only against the bebs and the judgment of the High
Court should be conf med.
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This Court has examined the arguments presented by both parties. That the
appellant is a specrfied beneficiary of the deceased's life insurane policy is not
contested. The respondent's argument is based on Art. 701 of t 5 Commercial Code
and the order given to it by the Aw-aja Court. A life insurance policy is a contract
between the insurer and the subscriber. The insurer has the duty to perform its
obligation in accordance with the policy the beneficiary a specified in the poliy.
Article 691 of the Commercial Code provides that the proceeds of the policy has to
be paid to such specified persom Article 706 of the Commercial Code further rules
that the beneficiary may claim directly from the insurer- The appellant's claim is
based on these provisions.

The fact that the respondent had requested the Awraja Court to whom it
should pay the proceeds of the insurance policy instead of discharging its obligation
as set out in the contract shows its lack of good faith in performing the contract. It
is established that the appellant has requested payment to be made to her in
accordance wtih the policy. The respondent had also asked her to comply with
necessary formalities. Accordingly, the appellant had duly established her status at
court Te respondent contended that it had paid the proceeds to the legal heirs in
conformity with the order of a court. However, the respondent cannot benefit from
an ord-tr it had confusingly led the court to make and avoid its responsibility since in
a life insurance policy payment is to be made to the beneficiary. The beneficiary in
this case is the present appeliant, W/o. Yeshimebet Jemaneh.

The Insurance Corporation had to discharge its duties conscientiously, but had
failed to do so in this case, even though it was aware of all relevant facts, believing
that a court order will relieve it of its obligation. We have therefore reversed the
judgment of the High Court which was made without due cognizance to all thse
factors, and order that respondent should pay the proceeds of the life insurance policy
to the appellant-

Ed saor d ote
*Unless stared atherwise, all dates are according to the Ethippian Calendar.
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The Hijh Court of Addis Abab
First Civil Dii og

Civil Case No. 60E

Dernation of beneidades in a lfe nurance po&y for the evn of death - Right of
heirs, and the svng spouse - Assgment or pede of proceeds of a ife inshuroie
policy - Pewns having rghtsfrom the bwred - App&xaion of the nile Vwe daisi?
Cosdmion of dh bet itms oY mma - indpnuabte panies - muWy joider
of pim - Sutts by paupe Comm C Arts (692 (2), 69a 701, 700 207 v. P.- C
Arts. 40(2), 46Z

Action by a desinted beneftciary to be entitled to the whole pmcee* of a Ie
suance poli

Heid: Action dissec

The fact that the spouse and chU n of an inued peron have been expssly
included in the Commerdal Code of Ethiopia as benefid4ies of a I4f inhsuxpoiy
show that they are equally entitled to the peed toeher" widh the deigaed

Mt 25 1976"

Judge: Ato Tilaye Tegegn
Plaintiff: Wro. Tisgereda Wolde Selassie
Defendant: The Ethiopian Insurance Corporation
Intenvenors: 1. Wrt. Sara Tekie Haimanot

2- Wrt. Meluet Tekl Haimant et. al,

The court renders the following judgment after examining the case at haud.

Judgxnt

In her statement of claim dated Tabsias 27, 1973, plaintiff pleaded that:

On the basis of the requt contained in a letter dated Yekatit 21, 1973,
a life insurance policy No. 30480 was signed between her late husband
Ato Tekie Haimanot Wolde Gabriel and the Defendant on Megabit 14,
1973;
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The insured designated her as the beneficiary of the policy under item
15 in accordance with Art, 66(1) of the Commercial Code of Ethiopia;

The defendant refused to pay the agreed sum in the policy, i.e., Birr
20,000 (twenty thousan!d) when she claimed it after the deceased psed
away on Yekatit 10, 1()74: and prayed that the defendant be ordered to
effect payment of the sum in the policy s per Art, 706(l) of the
Commercial Code-

When summon was served on the defendani, it presented a statement of
defence dated Yekarit 21.. i973 "tid. admitted Is ialhility on the Policy under
consideration_

The¢ defendunt. lch,\er, arL'ue:L
W hile [) lfrIl: ci llm. thc v. lhoIw (iu n , he I , - u l c a1,l ",nd Art,
701(1) of the Cot.i nerci.,[ todL'. tlh ie r ,,I tI:. (lcccL---, u hi l i o
produced a dul prubatcd cCf ificawc of c ' :,ll rrionl thl- Addi, :\Iilbj
Awruja Court. connwnd 1hmtt ihc shun Id ILnlt--t frli he prok:eced, of
the policy according to ArL711 ( . (b) of the COtL.

In a simiIar case the I-l i.h 'nun 1 fffi QrM2d 1h lhamn'lit t _e c Corporo iion
m ade to the hicjr (it U ni o her i lI1 "ed Iti i-r (b'i.l :- c N,.k ,% . 1 L

Widle the Supreme COLrt quasl.ed ihw judoncm l un!Cr Cil Appt:Z[
Case No.. 749,,70 and orderk;d I1111 ).L% (h': NUBM ',14tiCd ii that 10tic fur
the second time to the LiesViiUltted heneLiciarie-

Accordingly. defendant plealcd That the heirs of cite dI-c-;i'cd lie joinod in thi,
proceeding as indispensable paries Linder Art -I 2 of th.C 0% il Pi, IdtIe 0 ode a.
it is confused as to whom i shwou"Ll l.r, . It furtil cr expresscd ilk %\ illjintN.r (Ct depoKit
the sum in the policy wiih hi 4 court so dial [that it h: e.!ccCd whe'n the
beneficiaries are ascerained.

After the plaintiff gave hc- reply to this r.Micnii, this cotr rtlcd, on Sene 9,
1973, thai the heirs of the decea ed be parties, to the pronceditg, The amended
statement of claim, % hich -Aa no diff'ferent in ubtncote 111 m C irilt one, waS
servcd on the intervenors,.

Four of hem namely Mehret ickle Hinmin, Amanuel Tekle Haimano,
Meaza Tekle Haimanot and Nehiyu Tekle Haimanot submitted a reply on Tir 9, 1974.
In this rcply written by their attorney they disclosed that they do not claim the sum
under litigation because they have now learned thd proceeds of the insurance policy
does not constitute part of the esiate of their father.
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The other heiress, Sarra Tekie Hairnujot. however, brought a diffaer
argunent in a statement written by her pleader on Tikemt 8. 1974. She stated that
Art. 701(1) of the Commercial Code does not entitle the plaintiff to be the sale
beneficiay because The subscriber's heirs are equally entitled under sub article 3.

The plaintiff, who claims full payment, presented extensive Iegl arguments,
including:

t. It is not possible to specify any beneficiary in addition to the ones
designated in the policy without the consent of the subscriber, Ato
Tekle Haimanot Wolde Garbriel, and this is stated under Ar 698 of
the Commercial Code.

2. 1Te %xird "'r in Art. 692(?) of the Commercial Code implies that if
there are designated beneficiaries. payment should only be effected to
thi.i - ,ilh.r nxie. the word "or' should have been and",

.'. thv iaawiiwiu thi a-. the sum to be paid to a specfied beneficiary

'11i, 1h toa ftrin purr of ihe insured person's estate under Art. 706(2) of
lw ('iunrcial Cude and further the other statement that reads the

SLIm iCI [k aId 1c che subscriber's spouse is to be regarded as the
]'"Pnal prlicri % of :he spouse in An. 706(3), show that the benefit
trl a lift inuriran pulicy must he given to the spouse or children in
ZtaorzOUcr %'4h At. 70l1 2, provided no beneficiary is designated in
Ilh¢ j ,lic% a%= l)c .-rl. 7M ([2).

lhroL~gh her Ja, r. Surri Tekle H.imanot, on her part, responded to this
argument in the fi !lowiit. manner.

1, What Art. hON ,Of the Commercial Code provides is that only the
in ured him.ielf or one %ho obtains his consent may assign or pledge
the inSiTance policy which is treated as money. Also, with the
eNcvepIkin of Nehiyu, as no other beneficiary was added than those
stLICd under item 15 of the policy in line with Art. 701 of the Code, the
plaintiff is wnng in citing Art, 69&

2. The plaintiff has presented an argument that would defeat her claim by
ciTing Ari. 092(2) of the CommerciaL Code. This is because the
provision provides that when the insured dies the insurer should pay a
sp cified capital or life interest to those having rights from the insured
or in the event of Their no ri-appearance to, the beneficiary named in the
policy.
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The tuie spirit and purpose of the law, in this respect, is nort to
derogate fron-, and contradict the other provisions of the law, but
rather, to enable the person designated as the main beneficiary to share
the precedes of the policy equally with those envisaged by Art. 701(2),
notwithstanding that they are not mentioned in the poicy.

The Insurance Corporation also produccd copy of a decision rendered by the
First Division of the Supreme Court in which it was held ihat the Corporation pay
proceeds of an insurance policy to a designated beneficiary under Civil Appeal Case
No. 749/70,

In light of these facts, legal arguments and the evidence presented. this COort

shall now examFne the case a, follows:

Ir will first proyvi.de interpretation on the legal provisions cited by the parties.

Art. 69 oF dhe Cormmercial Code

In this provision, it is slated that an assignment, or endorsement of an
insurance policy or changing the beneficiary named in the policy is of no effect unless
the insured person agrees in writing. The provision makes clear that it is not possible
to replace nr change the person specified as the beneficiary wiftut the consent of the
insu red.

In the cu.e at hand, since the claimant does not demand that Wro. Tsigereda.,
the specified heneficiary of the insurance policy, be changed or replaced by another
person, and since the request of the intervenors is to get their share in accordance
with the law, we have not fmnd this provision to have a direct relevance to the case,

rL6f 692(2)

This provision states that if the insurer has entered into a contract for the
event of death of the insured, the insurer shall pay the specified money to those that
have rights front the insured person or to the beneficiary named in the insurance
policy.

The plaintiff argued that the term 'or" does not imply that the persons
mentioned in Art. 701(1) and (2) would jointly receive the money but it rather gives
the option to make payment to one of them. If it is decided to interpret the law
based on such argument, it would be the heirs that would be the primary beneficiaries
and not the plaintiff. Therefore,this argument presented by the plaintiff by invoking
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Art. 692(2) of the Commercial Code is not tenable and is thus rejected, because it
would not make the plaintiff the sole beneficiary.

Alticles 706 and 707

Art 706(2) states that the money to be paid to the beneflciary shaDl not form
pat of the insured person's estate. Since the issue in this ca.se is who the beneficiary
of the life insurance policy is and not whether the insurance money constitutes pan
of the estate, and, furthermore, since Art. 707 provides that the money to be paid to
the beneficiary cannot be refunded to the estate and cannot be deductcd from his
share, the Court, holds that these provisions have n relevance to the case and on this
point we have thus rejected the plaintiffs claim.

Even if the Supreme Court has held that the insurance money should only he paid to
the designated beneficiary, this court cannot he hound by such decision us the
Ethiopian legal system does not follow the ,yscem of precedence. Accordingly, it
renders its own decision by interpre"ng the law.

The provision that is directly relevant to the case at hand i Art. 701 of the
Commercial Code. The Anicle. captioned as -beneficiary of inurance policy".
enumerates who such beneficiaries are in sub-articles. I and 2.

In the Civil and Commercial Code of Ethiopia some sub-artice-., are
alternatively Iisted under an article by using the word "or', Others are cumulatively
listed using the word "and', If the provisions are listed alternaivcly, it is only in
default of the creditor or debtor in sub-article I that the person mentioned in sub-
article 2 will take the place of a creditor or debt or; while in provisions that are listed
cumulatively, persons mentioned in both sub-articles shall jointly be creditors or
debtors,

But the sub-anicles of An 701 of the Commercia Code have nut been listed
in the alternative or cumulative as mentioned above. The words 'and' or 'or' have
not been used. Therefore, various courts have interpreted this provision either in the
alternative or in the cumulative.

This court would interpret it in the following manner:

1. The heading of Art. 701 is "beneficiary of insurance' and it describes
the beneficiaries in its three subsequent sub-articles:
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2. The fact that sub-article 1 of this article provides that the insurance
policy in the event of death may be made for the benefit of a specified
beneficiary does not make it a mandatory requirement that there should
always be a specified beneficiary, and even when there is a specified
beneficiary, the provision does not clear[y state that such person shall
be the sole beneficiary of the insurance policy. and

3. The phrase "notwithstanding that they are not mentioned by name' in
sub-art, 2 cum sub-article 1, shows that the spouse and children are
made beneficiaries by law.

In the opinion of this court, the purpose of Art. 701(1) is to give a right to the
insured person to add other beneficiaries he w-ants, in addition to those who are
beneficiaries by law: it does not exclude those beneficiaries rentioned in sub-article
2 from sharing the procecds- This interptetation is further strengthened by the
phrase, 'notwithstanding thai They are not mentioned by nmime.

On the other hand, even if proceeds of an insurance policy does nni form part
of the inheritance claim, the Fact that the spouse and children arc made l-eneficiaries
by virtue of sub-article 2 helps us to determine that the taw %\Lnls cIoSe rCl:ttives of
a deceased persen and those who arc mentoncd h% him in the po)licy to he
beneficiaries of such a policy. According to the Civil Code,. oher descendants and
ascendants could he heirs. But the fact that the pouus-e and children have been
expressly included as ben.efiCiaries of the life insurunce shows thit thesc persons shall
be deemed to be beneficiaries together Nith the persion that is specified in Ihe policy.

Therefore, in this case, we hold that the life insurance of ihe deceased, Ao
Teldehaymanot Wolde Gebriel, shall he paid to the person whose name is specified
in the policy in accordance with Art. 701(1) and to those pertns specified in Art.
701(2).

The file shows that Wrt. Mihret Tekle Haymanot et.al. do not want to share
proceeds of this insurance policy. From the oral litigation and the contents of the file
of this case, we have come to reatize that they have given such response in order to
support their mother who, as a beneficiary specified in the policy, was litigating
against Sara T/Haymanot who is born from a different mother. However, we do not
think that they intend to renounce their right. Since the reply was prepared for them
by some one else for they are minors:

1. It is evident that such argument lacks good faith: and
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2 Because of this argument an unwanted comequence could have resulted
whereby the children might have lost the benefit of the insurance;
therefore the court wishes to caution those who prepared the reply to
refrain from such conduct in the future.

Another point that makes this case unique is the issue of how much the
deceased's wife, Woizero Tsigered a Woldeselassie, will get considering that she is the
specified beneficiary in accordance with sub-article 1 of Art 701 of the Commercial
Code, and she i., also a beneficiary under sub-article 2 of same Article.

As stated above. since sub-article 1 allovs the insured person to specify any
person he wishes, and Woizero Tsigereda W/Selassie has been specified under this
provision, this makes her a beneficiarv; furthermore, by virtue of sub-aktide 2, she is
also made a beneficiary.

One of the children of the deceased. Nebiyou T/Haimanx, was not born at the
time the inrturunce policy was signed. Thus in pursuance of Art. 701(2) (b) of the
Commercial Code, he Lk no deemed to be a beneficiary.

Thcrefore. we hold that the 2LLEOL Birr that is payable under the insurance
policy shall he dk WJCd among the six beneficiaries as fo]l{ows:

I. Woize m Tsigereda W/Selassie, pursuant to Art.
7iJ1(I) Brr 3,333.03

2. A .in \/O Tsigered W/Se]assie, pursuant to Art,
70 1(2) (a) Birr 3,333.03

3- Woi.'erit Sara T/Haymanot Birr 3,333.03
4. WVoizcrit Mihrec T/aymariot Birr 3,333.03
5. Amianiel l"/l-laymanuT Birr 3,333.03
6- Meazu T/H..:.Tlanol Birr 3,333.03

As the beneficiuries listed from number 3-6 have not pRid court fees, they
should pax it before an execution urder is given. Let this be commimicated to the
High Court's Registrar.

All costs of the proceedings shat be paid by each party. Let this file be
returned to the archives.

Editor's N
*Unle stated otherwise, all dates are according to the Eth/opian Calendar.
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**The Amhnaric and English versions of art. 701(2) (b) of dlwt Conimercil Code are not
the same. The Engfih version makes ul children beneficiaries whether or not born a
the lime the iurance policy wi'as signed; on te oier ha. the Amotnaic version provides
sat only those who were born at the rime of the 4gning of the policy shall be
beneficiari.
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TheSurpemeCourt of Ethiopia First Civil Division
Civil Apieal Case No. 6f7/71

Deignation of beneficiaries in a life insuance policy - R& of the surviving xpouse and
heirs - purposes of a life insurance polcy - the limited scope of precedence in Ethopia -
Conflict of inteet of minors and guardians - Removal of a guardian odds -Amendment
of pleading - New facts and aTuments on appeaL CiviL C Art. 827(21. Comm C Ant
691, 692, 695, 701 705-708A Civ. Pro. C Arts. 91, 329.

On appeal firom a judgment of the High Court denying the desgruted beneficiay

her request to be entitled to the whole proceeds of a life inswmnce policy.

Held Judgment Reversed

A life Insurance Policy may have two purpose.

I, Thu insurer undenakc,.% to pay a specified capital or life interest to the
ins red if he is alive.

2. Upon thv deadr of tMe insured, the money is to be paid to those havLr
rj,,'s fro hrn or to the heneficiary named in tie policy.

A s the uh.sriber iv five tu inake donations to anyone, so can he make anyone he
l(' a spiit 4'd eneficiar. One he ha done rho, the money shoutd be paid to the
4p('(tjerd hc )'(iw . The surviing spou.e and children are paid only when a specfe
bo rore/iav is not named in tire policy.

Sene 28, 1976'

Justicec,: Ao Getachew Afrassa
Aw Demissie Yaderie
Woizt Rahel Alemiyehu

Appellunt: Woiz. Tsigereda Woide Seltassie

Respondents: I. The Ethiopian Insurance Corporation
2. Saru Teke Haimriot
3. Mehret Tekele Haimanot
4- Amanuel Tekte Hairmanot
5. Meuza Tekle Haimanot
6, Nebiyou Tekie Haimanot
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We have examined the file and eiefn the decision as forluv.s:

Dccision

1"his k.an tppit'u avidn ,cite deciion ,of the High Court rendered on Hedar
. 1Q76 under Civil Clise No. 602/73.

The Appellant field her memorandum of appeal dated Tahssas 25, 1976. It
was served on the respondents. The first Respondent filed a reply written on Megabit
17, I176, and the 2nd, 4th, 5th and 6th Respondents filed their replies on Megabit 17
and Megabit 24, 176. Luter on, the Appellant filed a counter reply on Miazia 4.
I.97&

This ca ,, Lrile from a disagreenienil hel cen the pariies because each claimed
tu be the benelieiary qi a life insuranc polit toi which the deceased, Ate
Ttklehaima2or W/Gcbriel. WS Ul U.uhsctiber.

The High Court considered the Appellant's claim in light of Art. 701 of the
Commercial Code, und iI also relc'erred to L ub-art (2) and held that the spouse and the
children Of the subscriber are specified beneficiaries. It further noted that, altbough
money due from a contract of a life insir.':ce ptilicy does not form part of the
inheritance. the Code pro ision ine-nds to make the i.urcs relatives of the deceased
and his dtependenis beneficiaries of the poli:yt. nder the Civil Code, the Court went
on, ascendants and descendants could become heirs, but the law considers only the
spouse arid children as beneficiaries of a life insurance ptilicy. Accordingly, the High
Court inlerpreted the law to mean thal the policy subscriber's spotse and children arc
specified beneficinries even when the subsc, riber ha1s clCarly designated the henCfiCiaMy
Finally, the High Court decided thai ini ac'ordance with Art- 701(l) and (2) of the
Commercial Code. the insurance money should be paid to bhoth the spouse (pre. en
Appellant) and the children of m;.' deceased.

Moreover, the court rejecEed tle contention that the children oF the present
Appellant had refused to share in the inurance proceeds on the ground Ihat the
policy specified the Appellant as the sole beneficiary. It further termed this
contendon as an act of bad-faith intended to prejudice the second Respondent
(Appellant's step daughter). The Court finally ruled that the life insurance money
should be partitioned among the sporise (presen Appellant) and the five children on
an equal basis so that each would receive Rirr 3333.03.
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The Appellant objected to ths judgment on the grounrl that the Hi1gh Cour&
erred when it considered sub-arts (1) and (2) of Art 701 of the Commercial Code ae
one and the same. The Appellant argued that sub-arms (1) and (2) of Art. 701 deal
with two different forms of imurance payments and prayed that the judgment of the
High Court be revered. and the whole sum (Birr 20,000) paid to her as a specified
beneficary in the policy.

Counsel for the first Respondent stated that smb-arts (1) and (2) of Art. 701
of the Comaercti Code have always been controversial in the Courts. To this effect,
he cited a similar case wherein the Insurance Cqrporation was obligd to make a
second payment and lost Birr 60000 as a consequence of the Supreme Court's
reversal of the High Courts decision. Counsel then requested the court to decide
who should he paid, the Appellant or the children?

Furthermore, counsel stated that the actual amount due. based on the
premium, should have been Bin 15,625; bat it was wrongly set at Birr 20,000. To
prove this point, he asked leave to introduce evidence under A. 345 of the Cv
Procedure Code.

In his reply, counsel for five of the respondents stated that, as there is a
specified beneficiary pursuant to Art. 827(l) of the Civil Code, and since the sum to
bt paid to such benefidaty does not form part of the insured's estate (Art.
706/2/Commercial Code), we did not claim what we are not endled to under the
law.

The salient points of the reply by counsel for the second Respondent were the
fowins:

- that the second Respondent is the eldest daughter of the deceased but not by
the present Appellant;

- that the office of the Registrar referred the case to this court based entrely on
the Appellants motion; and

- that this same issue was formerly decided in file No. 749/70.

Counsel flnlly requested that the case be reviewed by a pae of judges so that
a . lasting and Just tdson could be given. Should this be reJected, counseal
almnwtively argued that the Appellants interests are in direct conflict with that of the
four minor childrenL Based on thi the counsel prayed to the cout- that:

L since the Appelant has a conflict of interest with the fourchildren to
whom she is a guardian tutrix, the representation of these children by
the counsel for Appelant is unfair and should be revoked;
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b. the contention of the Appellant and her four children is contrary to
good-faith and, since the case was instituted deliberately to injure the
second Respondent, the judgment of the High Court should be upheld
with damages and the file should be dosed;

c. if he is expected to resume this appeal initiated by a person who has
not sustained any harm he would like to clarify this fact.

The deceased first married Wro. Aster Tekeste but the marriage was
terminated by divorce after Sara Tekle Hainmanot (the 2nd Respondent) was born.
Later on the deceased married the present Appellant and made her a specified
beneficiary of his life insurance policy. Ever since the dissolution of the first
marriage, the second Respondent lived with the deceased. When deceased fell sick,
the Appellant f(rced Wt, Sara Tekle Haymanot to leave her fathers house.

Upon the death of Ato Tek]c Haymanot, Appellarn presented her four cbildren
as sole heirs of deceased, although she knew that he also had another daughter. That
Wrt. Sara is an heir of the deceased was later determined by the Awraja Court when
she appeared before it after reading the notice in the newspaper. The Awraja Court
decided that, except for the deceased's life insurance, Wrt. Sara is entitled to share
the inheritance of her deceased father. Counsel for the 2nd Respondent asked that
the decision of the High Court which legitimately entitled the Respondent also to
share in the proceeds of the insurance policy be confirmed.

In his attempt to show what the relationship between Arts. 701 and 706 of the
Commercial Code should be, counsel for the second Respondent stated that rights
emanating from the law prevail o%er contractual right. He stressed "specified
beneficiary" and especially the phrase. ".., even after the policy was entered into" in
Art. 701 (2) (a) of the Commercial Code as crucial to the interpretation of the law,

Having considered these facts in light of the rules of interpretation concerning
general principles and exceptions, counsel concluded that the two provisions should
be interpreted positively so as to reconcile them, rather than tu give them conflicting
meanings. Counsel reiterated the fact that money due from a contract of life
insurance docs not form part of the inheritance, and denied that the Respondent
argued to this effect.

He also stated that those who are heirs under the Civil Code are not
necessarily specified beneficiaries under the Commercial Code. The two rights relate
to different properties. Therefore, Arts. 705 and 706 of the Commercial Code are not
relevant to the case under consideration. In addition, as stated in file No. 749/70, the
points of argument raised are not relevant to the issue.
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Counsel also contends that there was no order or decision to the effect that the
Insurwace Corporation should pay one beneficiary and not the other, The Insurance
CoporTation should have paid both btneficiaries without any distinction between those
whose rights derive from the law and those whose rights derive from the insurance
policy.

In reladon to this, counsel cited a case decided by the Supreme Court
(Yeshimnebet Jermareh v. the Ethiopian Insurance Corporqtion)_ He explained that
the decision in that case had established that payment shoulb be made to the specified
beneficiaries, both in accordance with the law and the contract of insurance. Finally,
be challenged the appeal as unfounded and asked the Court to confirm the decision
of the High Court. In her counter-reply, the Appellant made arguments substantiating
her initial contentions.

Thit court, on its part, has examined the file thoroughly- Before dealing with
the legal arguments we have considered: (1) first Respondent's contention for the
determination of the actual beneficiary and (2) his request to introduce evidence to
show that the value of the inisarance plicy is Birr 5,0l0) and not Birr 20,000.

It is clear that the suit Was initially inhiu ted by the present Appellant who ih
a specified beneficiary in the policy. Therefore, the contention of the first
Respondent that the aauat beneficiary he determined is not appropriate. As regards
the second point raised by the firs Respondem it neither amended its reply nor did
it object to the amount betore the lower court pur.tutn1 t) Art- 91 of the Civil
Procedure Code. Therefore, we have rejected the reluest, for it is not in accordance
with Art. 329(1) of the Civil Procedure Code. We have also considered the replies
made by counsel for the 3rd, 4th. 5th and 6th Respondents. In his reply, counsel
supports the Appelant', claim and slLgesis that payment he made to the specified
beneficiary named in the insurance policy. This Court believes that this point is not
controversial. Hence. there is no point in dwelling on it,

Concerning the request of the 2nd Rcspondent that the case be tried by a
panel of judges, in the opinion of this court. the casc does not involve any unusual
and difficult question of law. Besides. this court has repeatedly rendered decisions
on similar cases. For these reasons, we rejec ,. Respoiident's claim.

The second Respondent has also .rgoed alternatively that the Appellant has
conflicting interests with the children to v.hom she is a guardian-tutrix. and therefore
she must be removed. We reject his argument on the ground that one who deems the
removal of a guardian necessary for the benefit of the minor should first obtain the
decision of the family council in his favour, Without doing this, the second
Respondent cannot demand the removal cf the Appellant by the Court.
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We have duly examined all the arguments made by all panlies. The Appellant
claims the whole of the insurance motley, for she is a specified beneficiary of thc
decea.sed's life insurance policy pursuant to Art, 701 (1) of the Commercial Code.
The second Respondent on the other hand, invoking At, 701 (2) (1) of he
Commercial Code has cliaimd her share as an heiress of the deceased. The cour:
had previously interpreted the law while deciding many similar cases. Among thcm
were files No. 1561/72 and 749/70- In file No, 156t/72, the court interpreted the I..a
in the following wxay:

The argument of both partics is based on the provisions of Art. 7 0 (1) arId (1
of the Commercial Code- In order to understand the purpose and spirit of rhc
provision, Art. 701 should he seer' in light of other relevant provisions oif thc
Commercial Code. It should a lo he read together with Art. 827 of the Civil C'gde.
which regulates the c&reumstances undec w hich life iInsurance moiw. 2v MW. or ra.:i!.'1 0
fornn part of the iiheritance.

A life insurance policv i, basictl\ k .mrniraoi belween ie sd,('riber .ad t11c
insurer and it may have two purp ie ., TIh first is herc: 11% ill'trer lrcw.'rtakc' :,
pay a specified capital or life fnterc,! providl the in!ure'd [ICe:N(il k1, il : e wcril
is where The insurer undertukes to pay. upon the death i tflc iiurvd ler-m. 1.

specified capital )r life ine'rest to those ]hVing righi frun tlt' ii.,uMcLd per,,,' i,,r ri
the becneficiary named in !he policv. A combined policy na> be miL: ther I.
insurer undertakes to pay under both circrmstanceN, The polic. und'r ClN.leu:t.:,'l
is of such a nature.

The insurance policy was concluded on such terns that the in,: r ill cr',
the insured Birr 30,100 provided he imured, Ato Yoh'anes Nega.-, i, alive in 'r
.e., after 33 years. Should the in:sured (lie bef'!re this period, h agreed m, ll'1 ;ki ll
be paid [o the decreased'; wife, The Appellano's claim is based on this [Irovs4ion ot

the policy.

It is provided under Art. 691 and 692 of the Commercial Code That the ir tirer
undertakes to pay to the beneficiary who is specified in the policy. Art. 701 (I) of the
Commercial Code provides that an insurance policy for the event of death may h..
made to the benefit of a specified beneficiary. Sub-art (2) of the same articie
provides that the spouse and the children of the subscriber shall be deemed to he
specified beneficiaries notwithstanding that they are not mentioned by name,

In order to understand it clearly, Art. 701 should be read together with Art,
695 of the Commercial Code. According to the latter article, if the beneficiary is
known, his name should be indicated in the policy. This shows that the insured may
)r may not choose a specified beneficiary. Thus the cumulative reading of Arts. 695
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and 701 of the Commercial Code leads to the conclusion that, if the insured has
specified the beneficiary, then the insurance policy will be deemed to have been made
to the benefit of the specified beneficiary pursuant to Art 701 (1) of the Commercial
Code. If, however, the insured has not specified the beneficiary in the policy, his
spouse and children, pursuant to art. 701(2), will be deemed to be specified
beneficiaries.

This conclusion is in conformity with other relevant provisions of the
Commercial COde, (Arts. 705-7WK). It is also in conformity with Art. 827 of the Civil
Code which provides. 'money due in performance of a contract of life insurance shall
form part of the inheritance where the deceased has not determined the beneficiary
or the insurance is made to the benefit of the heirs of the deceased without any other
indication; in all other cases. they shall not form part of the inheritance."

If the N.[) se and the children of the deceased were deemed to be beneficiaries
L' t'n when the b, wfjiyiar. i, s]ccificd in the polic, Art. 705-708 of the Coimnercial
Code would hc rendered redundant.

To sum t. he 'ubsihje can ke any person the beneficiary of his life
ihL'AMftCtc in ztccortlance Xith the priiisio,,n of the Commercial Code. By the same
tlky:l he :Zii i:,ke hi l slHse, or (me or more of his children specified beneficiaries,
A'. let ,ubscrihcr i. free to make donati ns to anyOne, so can he make anyone he
lite. a scciicL beneficiary, Once he has done this, [t will be considered as if he had
m4Lde a, LltJl:L .ill n the IhC hiC% ,l]Ould be paid to the specified beneficiary named
in the peflicvx

This lin1 cif xreurent is aiso supported by the provisions of Art, 827 of the
Civil Code. Oiid rcads "-.. whre the deceased has not determined the beneficiary
... , and also by the provlklon of Art. 705 of the Commercial Code, which reads,"where the dees.Led haILs not determined the beneficiary ,.", and also by the provision
of Art, 705 or .he Coimnercial Code, which reads, "where no beneficiary has been
specified or hs been revoked or is not alive, the capital to be paid by the insurer
shall he paid into the suLbscriber's estate."

in her arguments presented to the High Court the 2nd Respondent did not
deny that the deceased had made his wife (present Appellant) a specified beneficiary
to the lire insurance. The Respondent contended that the Appellant should not be
the sole and exclusive benefciarv,. To suhstantiate her contentions, the Respondent
stressed that all rights emanating both from the law and contracts should be realized
on the basis of justice. The Respondent also emphas[zed the impact the words
'heneficiary' and "specified beneficiary" may have on the interpretation of the law.
Finally, the Respondent analyzed the phrase "- even after the policy is entered, intoH
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contained Art. 701(2) (a) of the Commercial Code, in light of the rules of
interpretation concerning genera! principles and exceptions and concluded that it is
not proper to create contradiction between provisions of the same article.

The case considered above hetween Yeshimebet Fissaha and the Ethiopian
Insurance Coration, et. a'T is the one wherein the relationship between Commercial
Code Arts. 701(2), 705-708 and Civil Code Art. 827 is extensively elaborated. Hence,
we have ruled that the decision given in that case is relevant and applicable to the
case under consideration.

Accordingly. we have rejected the contentions of the second Respondent.
Hence, because pursuant to art. 701(1) and 706 of the Commercial Code, the
Appellant has been named in the policy as beneficiary, we have ruled that che whole
amount of the insurance money should be paid to the Appellant. Tsigereda Wolde
Selassie.

The decision of the High Court is hereby reversed in :jccordance " ith Are. 34M1
of the Civil Procedure Code. Costs and damages shall he paid io Ihc Appellant in
accordance with Arts. 463 and 464 of the Civil Procedure Cdc.

Edr's Ntem
*Unles swed orherwisL, all dates are according to ;he Etiopian Calendar
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Designation or the Benefidary of a Life Insurance Policy
in the Event of eath

Girms Woldeselasste"

A person who takes out an insurance policy on his own life obviously Intends
that, upon his death, some one should benefit from the proceeds. But the question
that has long been debated among jurists is whether societal Interests should be
imposed upon the policy-holder, so that at least his spouse and children are made
beneficiaries by virtue of the law, or whether be should be given maximum freedom
in designating a beneiciary of his own choice.

Ethiopian courts are today divided over this same issue." In a number of
cases presented to the courts, the policy-holders designated persons other than
members of the imrned late family as beneficiaries of an insurance policy in the event
of death. Upon the death of the Insured person not only the designated party but also
the spouse and children of the deceased claimed payment, the latter two on the basis
of Art 701 (2) of the Ethiopian Commercial Code. The issue before the courts was
whether the said provision entitled the spouse and children of the insured to benefit
from the proceeds in spite or the fact that they were not mentioned in the policy, and
despite the fact that a third party was expressly designated as the sole beneficiary.

A divislonof the High Court grants that, pursuantto the first sub-artiteof the
named provision, the insured person can designate his own beneficiary, including
persons other than the spouse and children.

But in reading this provision joint y with the second sub-article, it ar-ved at the
conclusion that even ir they are not designated by the insuredhis spouse and children
are at all times presumed to be beneficiaries of any lire Insurance policy in the event
of death. Thus, according to this court, if the insured names his mother as the only
beneficiary, the Idy will have to share the proceeds with the spouse and children of
the deceased (and other "heirs", according to the French version), inspite of the fact
that they are not designated.

*Former Assistant Professor of Law, Faculty of Law, Addis Ababa University.

OSee the cases published in this Journal (ed.)
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Quite clearly, this nterpretation of the law follows the scbool of thought that
rejects granting unlimited authority to the policy-bolder in determining who the
beneficiary should be. There. are strong arguments to support this position.

To begin with, the policy-holder, more often than not, is the sole breadwinner.
For that reason it is his duty to provide for the sustenance of the family in the event
of his death. Even if there is property to be inherited, the liquidation process is
commonly such a protracted affair that its proceeds might not be available for the
immediate needs of the household. On the other hand, insurance payments are
supposed to be relatively emsy to obtain in the form of cash.

Another Argument involves the need to protect the common property. Since
the proceeds of life insurance do not form part of the insured's estate and, hence, are
not subject to the rules of succession, a life insurance policy destined to benefit
persons other than the spouse or children can be used as a means of excluding
substantial assets from the estate.

Designating a third party beneficiary can be particularly injurious to the
surviving spouse, who would otherwise be entitled to half of-the benefit had it formed
part of the estate. One should also note that, most commonly, the insured pays the
premiums out of his income,which. in turn, is a common property.

Consequently, it makes good sense to safeguard such vested interests of the
spouse and children of the insured by making them beneficiaries to life insurance by
virtue of the law, even when they are not so designated, In the opinion of the said
division of the High Court, the-efore, the Ethiopian law of life insurance in the event
of death is motivated by these very concerns.

A division of the supreme Court is not persuaded by these arguments. Where
there is a beneficiary expressly designated by the insured pursuant to the authority
vested in him by the first sub-article of Art 701, the latter court reasoned, such a
beneficiary is entitled to the entire proceeds of the policy.

Tuming to the interpretation of Art. 701 (2), the Supreme Court ruled that the
spouse and children of the insured would be emtited to the benefits only where no
one. is expressly designated by the policy-holder.

In sum, therefore, the two cours are at complete loggerheads According to
the first decision,sub-axticles I and 2 of Art. 701 are complementary. A third party
can be designated as beneficiarybut he will have to at all times share the benefit with
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the spouse and children of the insured even where these are not mentiofied as
beneficiaries.

According to the second decision, however, the will of the poliky-holder is
supreme and, as such, whoever is designated by him gets all the benefits that acme
frdm the policy. It is only where the policy-holder dies without designating a
beneficiary that his spouse and children would be able to claim the proceeds.

These divergent decisions by the two courts, have, if anything, thrown both
policy-holdeirs and insurrs into total confusion, which is compounded by the absence
of the principle of stare decish in our legal system.

That is one reason why the above is not a simple case of High Court decision
being reversed by the Supreme Court. If it were, the issue would have been much
less significant. It is rather a situation where a lower court avowedly rejects a prior
deciion of a superior court. The High Court did acknowledge that a decision of the
Supreme Court covering a similar fact situation bad been brought to its attention; but
the lower court declared that it did not agree with the interpretation by the Supreme
Court of Art 701 of the Commerial Code, and that the lower court was not at any
rate bound to conform to the judgernent of the superior court. It therefore
consciousy arrived at a contrary conclusion. Quite evidently, these cases point up a
timely question as to what position our legal system should adopt regarding
precedence. That, however, is not the immediate concern of this paper,

Here we are concerned with the fact that the two decisions mentioned above
follow differen schools of thought that entertain toLally oppo ed apprmaches regarding
the question of designating a beneficiary in a life insurance policy. The two
perspectives, in turn. reflect different levels of social and economic development-
Hence,the question that deserves to be pondered at this juncture in the development
of the, legal system is as to which approach best serves the needs of present-day
Ethiopia.

A very useful way of getting a fuller understanding of a particular provision of
any law is to study its historical evolution. Thus, original drafts, subsequent changes,
minutes of the Codification Commissiorvand paliamentary debates are vital tool&
What is at present readily available to us as regards the Ethiopian Commercial Code
is only the avant-roi which one finds reasonably helpful.
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Even so, Professor Jauffrefs comments are woefully scanty when it comes to
Art 701 of the Commercial Code. But in one interesting sentence he does give us a
possible clue as to what that provision was intended to mean, "I have included," he
wrote, "the most liberal solutions for the determination of the beneficiaries of the
insurance in the case of death". Unfortunately, he tells us no more, not even what he
meant by "most liberal" One has therefore to look further to determine what a
"liberal' policy would be regarding the determination of an insurance beneficiary in
the case of death,

In the same avant-proieeL Jauffret uses the term "liberal" on several other
occasions. Making reference to the laws of some countries, for example, he notes that
the validity of the life insurance contract in the event of death is not affected by the
fact of the insured committing suicide. He then characterizes such a position as "too
liberal", and himself adopts the opposite course in his draft of the Ethiopian law. As
those other countries chose to continue to give effect to the will of the insured in spite
of the act of suicide, Jauffret's use of the term "liberal" to describe that position leads
one to conclude that he must also have employed the same term to impart the same
idea regarding Art. 701, i.e., giving supremacy to the wilt of the insured.

This Line of reasoning can be further supported by reference to the sense in
which other countries employ the term "liberal'. The French law of life imurance is
of particular relevance because it has had considerable influence on its Ethiopian
counterpart.-

Another reason why we should seek the meaning of liberality in the French law
is be.ause it is known to be one of the most liberal as regards the designation of a
beneficiary of life insurance in the event of death. According to one commentator,
"Les Regles due droit franais (Art. 63, Loi 1930) relatives 4 la determination au

'The death of Professor Escara,the principal draftsman of the Commercial Code,

occurred before the completion of the work. Hence, Professor Jauffret took over the
task at a later stage and was responsib]e for the drafting of the section of the Code
on insurance.

2Jauffiet himself states that he "took into account many moderri IawsespeciaBy the
French law of 13 July 1930.." see Peter Winship, (ed-), Backgroundcmuxents of the
Ethiopian Commercial Codeof 190 (Addis Ababa, Faculty of Law, A.A.U., 1972),
p 83,
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bhnoficiaire sont excessivement arges ct liberaIes. pour permettre, au maximnmja
realisation du but pousuivi par le souscripteur"?

Thus, what is commonly understood as a liberal position regarding the
designation of a life insurance beneficiary, at least among French legal scholars, is one
that gives the policy-holder the least restricted freedom. Hence, one can reasonably
conclude thatL when Jauffieta French legal scholar, declares that he chose the "most
liberal solution", his intention was to give the policy-holder the maximum liberty in
the choice of the beneficiary of his policy. This goal was accomplished under sub-
anicle 1, where it is unambiguously provided "An insurance policy for the event of
death may be made to the benefit of a specified beneficiary.!

Having thus established the policy underlying Art. 701 by our reference to the
draftsman's avant-project as well as to the European conception of a liberal policy
regarding the designation of a beneficiarywhat remains is the task of reconciling the
second sub-article to the firsL

To begin with, it has been argued that the first sub-article is totally Ctnsistent
with the declared goal of the draftsman. It is the provision through which the
draftsman intended to realize his goal of resolving the issue reladng to beneficiary
designation in the 'most liberal" fashion The term "most liberal" is, in
turnunderstood to mean a policy that places the least restriction on the right of the
policy-holder to choose his own beneficiary.

Turning to the second sW. article, it would be contrary to principles of legal
drafting to assume that the draftsman included two contradictory provisions in the
same article. In other words, sub-article 2 cannot be so interpreted as to defeat the
declared objective accomplished by one sub-article earlier.

It should, however, be conceded that such an anomaly can occur in any
legislation, especially if the original draft has been altered by people other than the
draftsman. Such alterations may be carried out with less insight as to their effect on
other provisions or even on the policy on which the entire law is structured. In view
of that possibility, one may wonder if sub-article 2 of Art 701, assuming for the
moment that it contradicts the first sub-artide, is a later addition or modification by
either the Codification Commission or Parliament-

J. Heltner and G. Nord (ed&), Life Lr-uraace 14w in International Perspectie

Reports from an International Colloquium (Stockholm, 1969), p. 29.
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But there is almost conclusive evidence that this was not the cas. Jauit's
draft of the section of the Commercial Code on inm nc was accepted by the
Codification Commission without any alteration. The hand-written remark addressed
to Janufret, on the first page of the draftbelieved to have been written by a member
of the Codification Commission, states that the draft was "wholly accepteT

That the present content of Art 701 is exactly the same as the one in the
original draft is further evidence that neither the Codification Commission nor
Parliwnent introduced any change in Jauffret's draft5

The Meaning of Sub-art 2, of Art 701

An effort has been made to establish the legislative policy underlying the
Ethiopian law of life insurance as regards the designation of a beneficiary. It has also
been submitted that the original draft designed to reflect the said objective has not
been altered at any time during the legislative process. Finamly, it is clear that sub-art.
I of Ast 701 fully accords with the declared legislative policy, since it gives the policy-
holder a free hand in determining the person to whom the benefit should go.

Hence, interpreting sub-art 2 of Art 701 - as did one of the courts - to mean
that the spouse and children of the imured are at all times beneficiaries of a life
insurance policy in the event of death, even where a third party has been expressly
dcsignated as the sole beneficiary, would contradict the basic policy underlying the
whole provision and defeat a goal attained in the preceding sub-article. For that
reason alone, the said interpretation should be rejected.

4Peter Winship derived the same conclusion when he wrote, The Codification
Commission apparently accepted Professor Jauffs-et's draft without amendments: the
copy of the text in the Archives of the Faculty of Law, (Addis Ababa University)has
a note at the top of the first page (thought to be in the handwriting of Maitre
Perdikis, a member of the sub-commision) stating that the text as accepted without
amendment." See P. Winship, cited at note 2 abovep. vi

The only discrepancy relates to a curious omission from both the Amharic and
English versions of the word "beir, found in the original draft. Even here, the
discrepancy could not have been due to change made in the draft, since the French
master-version of the Commercial Code stil contains the word.
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Other arguments can, however, be marshalled in support of the foregoing
conclusioL. Consistently with its declared "'beralit', the law empowers the insured
to evoke the allocation of the benefit to a specified beneficiary so long as the latter
has not accepted the benefit (Art. 703 (2)). If on the other hand, the spouse and
children are deemed to be beneficiaries, by virtue of the law and independent of the
will of the insured, there would be no point in authorising the insured to change his
mind as to his earlier allocation of the benefit. Once again. an interpretation of sub-
articl 2 of Art 701 which would lead to such an anomaly cannot be allowed. -

Furthermore, the said interpretation would render worthless the use of life
insurance policy as a modern tool for a business transaction. Nowadays, it has
become common practice in many developed countries for a person to take out life
insurance in favour of his credior, by way of guaranteeing the perfonnance of a
certain obligation

It has also been quite some time since this practice arrived in Ethiopia. Take,
for example the case of the thousands of people who have borrowed money from the
Mortgage Bank to build homes. As a condition for obtaining the loaneach one of
them had to take out a life. insurance policy designating the bank as the sole
beneficiary,

The Ethiopian insurance law, as a modern piece of legislation, recognizes such
use of a life insurance policy. Article 692 (2) for instance, envisages a situation
where the insurer may undertake to pay upon the death of the insured a specified
capital "to those having rights from the insured person -.

Article 697 further clarifies this point by expressly permitting the pledging of
a life isuranct policy.

Interpreting Art 701 (2) in a manner that would limit the free will of the
insured would not only be contrary to the spirit of the above cited two provisions but
would also produce a hudicrous result. In the case where the Mortgage Bank is the
sole beneficiary, for instance, the proceeds would have to be shared by the spouse and
children of the insured, thereby -dfeating the whole purpose of the transaction and
rendering totally ineffective the use of life insurance as a pledge.

On the basis of the above arguments, it is submitted that the interpretation of
sub-art. 2 of Art. 701 to the effect that the spouse and children of the insured should
get some portion of the benefit, even where the insured dies having designated some
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one else as the sole beneficiaryshould be rejected as contrary to the policy underlying
the law as well as to several of its basic provisions.

Having said that, one has to examine the alternative interpretation given to the
provision in question by the second courL Here, the ourt recognizes that, under Art
701 (1), the insured is at hberty to designate a beneficiary other than his spouse or
children, and that, where he does so. the designated beneficiary gets the entire
proceeds of the policy.

With regard to the second sub-article, the court took the position that, even
where the inured fails to designate them, his spouse and children become, by virtue
of the law, beneficiaries of a life insurance policy in the event of death.

Then the court had to reconcile these two contradictory positions, which task
it achieved by concluding that the un-designated spouse and children would be able
to collect the benefit only where the situation envisaged nder the first sub-article
does not come into the picture, i.e., where the insured fails to designate a specific
person. Thus, consistently with the above noted legislative policy, the court upheld
the supremacy of the will of the insared. And to that excent its decision is correct.

This writerhowever, wishes to take issue with the court's interpretation of the
second sub-article of the provision. According to this court, the effect of the said sub-
article is to make the spouse and children of the insured beneficiaries where he dies
without indicating who the benefit should go to.

Nevertheless, the law is absolutely clear as to what the destiny of the proceeds
of a life insurance policy should be where the insured dies without designating a
beneficiary. Both the Civil Code (Art 827) and the Commercial Code (An 705)
provided that it "shall be paid into the subscriber's estate", thereby forming par of the
inheritance. The unanimity of the two codes on this point, and the absence of
ambiguity in the langages of the two provisions, leave no room for interpretation.
Hence,no construccion of An 701 (2) of the Commercial Code, which contradicts the
above cited provisions, as does t::at of the above named court, can be allowed to
stand.

What should the interpretation of Art. 701 (2) be and what purpose was it
designed to serve? To answer those questions, ore needs to look more closely at the
wordings of sub-articles I and 2 of Art. 701.
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Under the first sub-article the subscniber is authorized to make his life
insurance policy to the benefit of a ' tp eid" person. What does "specified' mean?
In other wordshow specific should the subscriber be? The question is all the more
significant because very many subscribers do not want to commit themselves
irrevocably, in view of the unpredictability of their future relationship with the
beneficiary. As a matter of fact, in some countries "only exceptionally will a particular
person be designated as beneficiary by name".6 (p. 18, Stockholm).

Under Danish law, for example, "If the policy-holder wants his spouse to
receive the insurance proceeds eniirelyhe can obtain this result by designating as
beneficiary 'spouse", and he, therefore, need not mention the spouse by name. If the
policy-holder wants his children to take the insurance proceedshe can use as
beneficiary designation the expression "children", (without having to mention each
child by name )."' (p. 17, Stockholm).

That being the case, no insurance law would be complete without a provision
that regulates the usage of generic terms in designating beneficiaries. It is submitted
that Art. 701 (2) is designed to serve that very purpose in the Ethiopian law of life
insurance.

To substantiate this proposition, let us further examine the content of Art 701
(1), which authorizes the subscriber to make his life insurance policy benefit a
"specified" person or "specified" persons. The question has been raised as to how
specific he should be. One can find the answer, albeit indirectly, in the second sub-
article. Under that provision, a certain category of people are 'deemed to be
specified beneficiaries notwithstanding they are nnmtioned_by name" (emphasis
added). HeMnce, the word "specified" under the first sub-article shou[d mean
mentioning the beneficiary by name, failing which the requirements of that provision
would not be satisfied.

Such a condition, obvisouly, has many advantages. It serves the interests of
subscribers who are absolutely certain as to the person(s) to whom the benefit should
go. Secondly, if names are mentioned, the wishes of the subscriber become so
categorical that the possibility of disputes arising over who the beneficiary should be
is almost nil.

6 Hellner and Nord, cited at note 3 above, p. 18.

hIid, p 17-
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On the other hand, requiring that degree of specificity of all subscribers would
not be a practica proposition- As noted earlier, in very many countries, only a
minority of life insurance subscribers wish to identify by name a particular beneficiary
in the event of death.

Unsue of what the future may have in store, many subscribers refuse to
comnmit themselves irrevocably. Under Ethiopian law, for instance, 'The allocation
of the benefit of a policy to a specified beneficiary may not be revoked after the
beneficiary has agreed to the policy" (Art 703 (1)) of the Commercial Code; (s" also
Art 1961 (1) of the Civil Code). The consequence of such an arrangement can be
fully grasped if one considers a person who, desirous of providing financial security
for his family, takes out a life insurance policy for the event of his death. Suppose he
designates "-ainima, his wife at the time, beneficiary. Tamima readily accepts the
policy. Sometime later, the two are divorced, and each gets married to another
per5o Assume also that the subscriber has a number of children from his new wife
and none from the previous one. All the same, the proceeds would go to
Tamima.thereby defeating the whole purpose behind the policy.

t is to guard against such eventualities that many a subscriber prefers to use
a generic term such as "my spouse" or "my wife" in designating a beneficiary.

Consider also the case of a subscriber who wants his children to benefit from
the policy. If he mentions by name those that were already born at the time of
subscriptionthose might be the only beneficiaries. But that would be contrary to the
intention of a subscriber who wants all his children, including those born after he took
out the policy, to benefit. That consideration explains why many people prefer to use
Vchildren', "offspring", or similar generic terms, to mentioning individuals by name.

Aaother word commonly employed by subscribers in -heirs' (which word, a-s
noted earlier, is found in the French version of An 701 (2) of the Commercial Code
but does not appear in either the Amharic or English versions). If the subscriber
mentions by name his heirs as beneficiaries, the same question as arose in relation to
children might arise.

What Art 701 (2) does.therefore, is to recognize and give sanction to the use
of generic terms in designating a beneficiar- In other words, if the subscriber prefers
to use words such as 'my wife' , "my children" or 'my heirs", persons who fit those
characterizations 'shall be deemed to be specified beneficiaries notwithstanding that
they are not mentioned by name"
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This position, incidentaUlly, is consistent with that of the French. In the words
of A. Besson,

Sans doute rien n'empAche d faire w r dst7ation nominatve Ordde),
auquel cas le bn~ffciake euV nettement d tnmni. Male (a
dftennzaton e suffisante lorsque e bbntflaire est d tsign& au moyen
de qualtts wnilialze profesionnelles, sociales) petmetat d dtcouvr
avec cenfude? ne serai,; ce qua il'&hance du conra2, ce&, au profa
dequel le sousx4eur a eterndu s ipuenr il suffit que le benefmiaire soit
determmnable Est ains parfaemew vatuable [a designadon fate au profit
de ta femme et, de facon plus generafe, art proft due conjoint de Passur

'6

Art. 701 (2) also addresses other issues that often arise in relation to the use
of generic terms in designating beneficiaries. In the case where the word "wife" or
"spouse" is used, the question often is which one? The spouse subscriber was married
to at the time of subscription, or his legal wife at the time of his death? Where the
subscriber was not married at the time of subscription but got married later on, Art
701 (2) is unaambiguous. Such a wife is the proper beneficiary.

But if the subscriber was married to X at the time of subscdptiondivorced her
and was married to Y at the time of his death, the language of the law is not
sufficiently dear. Even so, it seemis to recogaize the marriage that was concluded
after the policy was entered into". That position can also be supported by invoking

the raison d'etre for such a policy,which, more often than not, is to provide for the
sustenance of the immediate family after one's death.

Further support may once again be sought in the French law, where it is held
"'E cas de dissolution du marriage (mort ou divorce), ia designation profit
automatiquement A la second feme ou au second conjoinrt'

As regards "children, the provision in question is clear: not only children born
before the subscription but also those born later are included as beneficiaries. In
French law, "non seulement les enfants ou descendants nes cu concus au moment de

%Thid, p. 29.

I bid.
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]a stipulation, mats encore les enfants ou descendants A naitre, an quel cas les
btnficiaires sort determines, selon cette quvlitd, Aa mon de I'assure .10

There were times when it was almost universally believed that the primary
purpose of a life insurance policy in the event of death was to protect the members
of the immediate family of the insured against sudden deprivatiot The then
prevailing social and economic conditions justified this attitude. Of particular
significance was the fact that the man was, more often than not, the sole breadwinner,
so that his death almost inevitably meant a serious econ6mic crisis for his dependents.
Most frequently, therefore, it was to forestall such a crisis that men took out life
insurance. Hence the identification of a life insurance policy with the interests of the
immediate famfly of the insured. This state of affairs was, in turn, reflected in the old
laws of many European countries.

With increased modernization, however, things changed radia ly. To begin
with, at least in the modem sector of most economies, the man is no longer the only
member of a family who earns an income. Secondly,many countries have developed
a variety of social secrity schemes so that the death of the head of a family no longer
portends extreme economic difficulty for its members. Thus, providing for the
sustenance of a family ceased to be the primary objective of a life insurance policy in
countries where these changes occurred.

In the meantime, the business world found new uses of a life insurance policy.
It was discovered, for inistance, that it is one of the best ways of securing someone's
obligatiom

Thern [he law had to catch up, even if belatedly, %ith the changed
circumstances. In most countries of the developed worlc, this meant placing greater
emphasis on the free will of the policy-bolder.

As noted by .auffret, it was this liberal position that Ethiopia adopted with
regard to the designation of beneficiaries of a life insurance policy.

One can, of course, question the wisdom of adopting such a stand in a countlry
where social and economic conditions are fundamentally different from those of
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Europe. Ethiopian policy makers were not unaware of this fact. Yet, they were
convinced that modem laws could be used to force Ethiopia onwards to the current
stage of the modern world. Besides, a modern insurance law would help attract
foreign capital - the mainstay of the then developmental policy of the country.

- On the other hand, the policy makers must have accepted the inevitability of
a period of tension between local conditions and the super imposed alien law. The
decisions of the two courts discssed above are, in a way, reflecdons of the said
tension. In this regardone of numerous questions judges will have to address is how
to protect the interests of the spouse within the context of a law that upholds the
supremacy of the will of the insured.

Most countries that have liberal life insurance laws including the U.SJ,
France and the former West Geimany - have recognized the need for such protection
if the interests of the surviving spouse so require. On several occasions, their courts
have set aside the will of the insured, despite the fact that their laws do not expressly
authorise interference with the freedom of the policy holder in determining a
beneficiay.

The most common case in many western countries is where a married man
designates his mistress as beneficiary. Courts have consistently held such designations
control bons mores and gave the benefit to the wife, even though she was not
expressly designated as beneficiary.

Thus, it appears that this is a better compromise approach to bridge the gap
between those who believe that life insurance should exclusively benefit the
immediate family, and those who stress the supremacy of the will of the insured.
While recognizing and giving full effect to the will of the insured who designates a
third party as a beneficiary for perfectly legitimate reasons, it leaves room for the
invalidation of the designation when it is contrary to morality or good faith.

It is, however, submitted that such an option is not available to Ethiopian
courts confronted with a situation where a policy-holder may abuse his right to name
a third party in a manner offensive to our sense of mortality, or where the court is
peruaded of the existence of fraudulent conduct- It is true that, as a special contract,
Life insurance law is governed by the general principles embodied in Title XI of the
Civil Code. The court can, therefore, invalidate the insurance contract on grounds of
immorality if such exists. But the consequence of invalidation under Ethiopian law
does not lead to the same solution as the one that flows from the equity-based
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decisions of the United States or European courts - which is, for insce substitudg
a benefiary not designated by the policy-holder in the place of the one designated,

The result of invalidation under Ethiopian Law is the reinstatement of the
contracting parties, i.e., the policyi-holder and the insurance company, to positions they
had held before they entered into the contract This in effect means two things:

First, the insured gets back watever he paid in premiums and possibly plus
interescand not the proceeds stipulated in the contract- Quite obviously, there can
be a substantial difference between the two amounts.

Secondly. since the insured is dead by the time these issues are raised, the
proceeds of the reimtaternent go into the estate of the deceased, and not to a
particular person who, by equity or moral considerations, shoud have been the
beneficiary.

Thus, by invalidatin& the court would in effect destroy the essence of the
contract without attainin its objective of doing justice to the insured party.

The course which may possibly lead to the desired goal would be to vary the
contract, that being what substituting a designated beneficiary by one who is not so
designated may amount to. Yet the Ethiopian law of comractsa strongly grounded on
'Treedom of Contract", emphaticaly exhorts that 'courts may not vary a contract or
alter its terms on the ground of equity except in such .ases as ar& expressly provided
by law' (Article 1763). The narrowly cirmscribed excptions (Arts 1766-1770) do
not at all pernit the degree of variation that would be necessa.y to replace one
beneficiary by another. In light of this fact, Jaffret's assertion that he chose the
"most liberal solution' makes complete sense.11

t' A less satisfact solution may be obtained by invoking tznlawful enrichment
(Art. 688 of the Civil Code), whereby the spouse 'who proves that the personal
property of his spouse has been enriched to the prejudice of his own personal
property or of common propert'. may be awarded indemnity.
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Limitation of Actions In Relation to the Recovery of Tam on Income
From Sources Chargeable under Schedule 'C' of the Ethiopian Income

Tax Proclamation No. 173/1961 (As Amended)

by

Bekele Halle Selassie'

The expressions 'presription" and 'limitation' are interchangeably employed
in this text, and signifr the restriction by law of a right of action to a specified period,
after the lapse of which its enforcement may be denied. The role of prescription in
the fleld ofobligations is one of the extinguishingof a right of action and constitutes
a pre-emptory defence known aspscriutiotemooris ie. a plea or liimitationto which

an obliger (one who has placed himself under a legal obligation) against whom a
claim is bruught may have recourse.

Dloes the Ethiopian legal system in its present form allow tax-payers to avail
themselves of this defence? This question lies at the very heart of this article, and
tends to be highly contentious, since the tax laws provide barely a hint at the answer.

Ile writer has opted to treat the question In the context of income tax whico
Is assessable and collectable on a yearly basis, in accordance with Proclamation No.
173 of 1961 (as amended), since he is of the opinion that this approach will make for
easy comprehension of the analysis. But this does not mean that the submissions are
Invariably irrelevant to other tax laws. The reader should take into account the
pertinent conditions regulated by these other Laws, and will then find that the
conclusions may be applicable there.

The first section of this article is given over to a general discussion on
prescription. The writer tries to elucidate the significance of this ancient legal
institution in this section, 1mixlaing why it is ncessa. _ 2afx kvrie Limit for the
exercise of a right of action, The last portion of the section contains a number of
paragraphsthat forward the ce is fo r not allowi ng tax claims to be immune from
the operation of limitation, followed by a barebones outline of prescription rules
round in the taxation systems of certain countries.

Lecturer, Faculty of Law, Addis Ababa University.
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The second section consists of argumentation and analysis. It represents the
writer's attempt to provide an answer to the question: b Ethi

ntem i.ir th ocxp ers to have recouf -to laon, itpoe igson?
&fnning itaiers odiscussionon the conption obigain it proceeds on to
analysing the issue as to whether the limitation provisions contained in title Xli of the
Ethiopian Civil Code are applicable to tax claims.

In the final section the writer tries to sow how issues of prescription may be
resolved under various situations involving actions for the recovery of taxes on income
from sources chargeable under scbedWe-C of the Income Tax Proclamation No. 113
of 1961 (as amended). It is hoped that this modest contribution will be of practical
use to those who are charged with the administration and execution of the Ethiopian
income tax laws.

L Siguiwance and Justifications

Prescription, or limitation of actions, is a legal institution of quite ancient
antecedents. Its genesis goes back at least to the classical period of the Roman legal
system. The contrasting expressions of those days. actiones perptune and actiones
iazzwgraik are scraps of evidence in point.'

Prior to the fifth century A.M, the application of prescription was almost
entirely restricted to penal actions, and it was exiended only in the course of time to
ciil actions° Even then, there was not general period of limitation in Roman Law
until Theodosius II brought in an imperial enactment to that effect in 424 A.D. With
this enactment, a period of limitation of a general character came into force, fixed at
thirty (and in exceptional cases forty)years, upon the lapse of which all unexercised
actions were to be barred?

One may not have much difficulty in maintaining that all legal systems of
modern times exhibit instances of limitations. In countries where Common Law
traditions prevail, the standard legislative procedure with regard to imitation of
actions is to lay down particular periods of time applicable to specified classes of
cases2 A statutory provision that stipulates a general period of limitation is quite
rare, probably because of the existence in such countries of another legal institution
called laches (undue delay).

On the other hand, in countries where Common Law influence is ni or at a
minimum, one often comes across provisions that prescribe a general period of
limitation, after the expiration of which all claims of whatever kind are barred. This
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general period of limitation is in addition to provisions laying down particular periods
applicable to specified classes of cases. For example, in France, the Federl Republic
of Germany, Austria, Poland and South Af-ica1 there is a general period of limitation
fixed at thirty year.s. Its length is ten years in Italy, Sweden, Mexco and SwAitzerland,
but only three years in Rumania and the U-S.&RA

Prescription is in evidence in the fields of both private and public law. Here
reference shall be made to just a few limitation provisions present in the Ethiopian
Civil and Penal Codes, reserving mention of those in the area of taxation for later
discussion.

7

Many famous lawyers have stated that prescription is an essential and useful
institution. One Common Law jurist remarks crisply,

R ,gIfs of action cannot be allowed to endure forever People muat be
made to prosecute Hence, rdes of

linitation have to be made, Le. rules which prescribe the time within which
claims are to be brought86

A person who is entitled to bring an action is usuallye__ected to do so
prom ptly. As the delay gets long _Ahs.Lrokgbili j bengjmpi-- l1 t0

inareLe.s protracted inaction is apt to give rise to the supposition
that the clain --- b--en abandoned on grounds of vplJuniar renunciation, or even
because of a belated realization of the claim's untenability at law. Thus, it stands to
reason that a delay in the exercise of an action can be tolerated only up to a certain
length of time, at the end of which the delay must be held as having the effect of
destroying the action. Professor R.'ne David, who carried out the vast task of drafting
the extensive Civil Code of Ethiopia, has underlined this point in the context of
contractual obligations as follows:

Limitation is a means of extinguiuhing obh'gations, which all legal systems
recognize as necessary. Where a creditor fais for many years to exercise
his rights, it is proper to declare the rghts extinguished. It is probablNe in
fact, that this etinrcon has resulted from anoMer cause, either payment
of the debt by the debtor or remission of the debt by the creditor. Although
there are no doubt cases where this is not true, they are e xeptfio: and
even then the creditor cannot complain about losing a right that he was in
so little of a hurry to enforce
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It does not take much to realize the gravity of the social disruptions and
disorder that may result from incertitude and insecurity, if claims are accorded the
attribute of perpetuity, in the sense that they remain actionable at any time the
claimant wishes to enforce them- Indeedthere is need for fixing a term within which
an action is to be exercised, and the lapse of such a term must spell the death of the
action,even to the prejudice of the individual who was entitled to bring it, but who
failed to prevent the term from running on by initiating legal steps in due time.
Society is better served if the period within which a claim must be brought -is
determined by law, and made known to all. The renowned legal scholar and
academician, Planiol, sums it up in the following words:

When the credmtor remains too long without acting. the law takes away his
acion ... In the interest of order and social peace, it is desirable to
liquidate the past ...

There is no doubt that it is possible for prescription to be
accomplished without the creditor receiving .%atirfactionand without his
intmeon to make a remission of the debt: it results then in a veitable
spolbsiort But hem, ... the system of prescrtion is justified by the
necessity of eszablishng a term for the exercise of action: to be equitable
it sufces that the law give to the creditor a delay long enough in which to
act; and Ihe delay ... which may be prolonged almost bndfiniely by he
camvs of swspension and interrupaon seems to satisf equitable principls
- In facs the rare cases where prescription brings about shocking results
cannot be compared wth the much greater number of cases where it
consolidates and safeguards situatiom regularly and entirely ftjut

However, the virtues of the institution of limtation of actiorrs are allegedly
bound to be in conflict with the fiscal interest of the state. This may he one of the
reasons that, in Common Law, the defence of laches i5 held to he of no avail against
the right of the sovereign to collect taxes." The fact that the sovereign is traditionally
immune from the institution of lathes may have inspired the conventional Common
Law view on limitation, that the state can institute proceedings to satisfy its tax claims
at any time prior to payment, unless there exists an express statutory provision that
prescribes a term for the action. But this seemingly strict approach to the application
of prescription to tax claims is relaxed by the presence of express limitation provisions
that lay down periods within which tax actions must be brought The state is bound
to observe such provisions.1"
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The French tradition as to prescription is quite rigorous, and displayed no
instance of favourable treatment to debt owing to the state until 190. In that year,
the legislative body of France brought in an enactment which purportedfly made the
state immune from the application of limitation in some specified instances" .

Planiols guarded remarks about this piece of legislaionunder the heading
"prescription in favour of the state, seem to reveal his somewhat unwelcoming
attitude towards it:

Ankle III of the fixsl law of 25 June 1920 upse the ndes Oprscr*io
by providing ta in ceain cave. prw n, akhogh tating awzy the
rights of the creditor, dbes-no: libenie the debtor, who is required to pay
to the state the amount of the prescibed credt ... This was justifed by the
proposition ha prsrdon repoe on a prcswptOn of paymem and
that this pm uion of paymen cannot be invked in ... cases (of deba
owin to she goverment), because it s certain that the paymnent was no
made ... I must be admitted that the debtor is only bound ro pay into the
hands of the agent of the state the sums as to which pmsscripn had
accrud in his faxur But as the presoipon must be pleaded by the
debtw; and can alway be ikemspted by an acknowledgement of the
debr, ft is to be fraed that the debtor wil not le a prescption run for the
benefit of the state only ... It is impossible to reconcile this new idea with
the traditional institution of p c n . This law is one of the mms
remarkabLe eamples of Ihe ove n* of the Ci Law soely by the
pressure offisal prrecupationn"

However, plausible it may seem to say that the presumption of payment is
inapplicable to debts owing to the state, it does not justify the view that prescription
must not be allowed to run against the so-called fiscal interest of the state. This is
precisely because the presumption in itself is nut a reason for having the instimltom
of prescription, but is merely an expedient way of formulating its rules in law.

To the arguments marshalled earlier in favour of the institution of limitation
of actions, one may add the subsequent considerations from the standpoint of
taation, to give reasons why the proposition "prescription must not run against the
fiscal interest of the state" sticks in the throat

To begin with what is obvious, the very function of tax collection dermands
diligence, as the budget of every state depends on it in no small measure. If the Tax
Authority is put under the pressure of prescription, and is held accountable for
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revenue losses that may be sustained by the state as a result of a lapse of time,
obviously tax actions should he enforced with dispatch, bringing on an increase in the
efficiency of tax collection. Conversely, the absence of liunilation of actions may not
be so beneficial to the revenue intake of the sate, since, as a general rle, the risk
of belated tax acrion becoming irrelevant grows greater as the delay proceeds further.

The diverse socio-economic repercussions of unregulated delay in the exerciLs
of tax actions may have even greater claim on our attention. The enforcement of
claims for cumulated overdue taxes may result in the destraction of enterprises that
cater for the good of the community, driving their work force into unemployment.
The likelihood of children and other dependents becoming victims of such a
draconian measure is very high.

The writer is not unaware of the assertion that "the taxing power (of a
government) has no linit, that "it carries with it the power to embarrass and destroy".
and that a tax need not be invalidated on the sole ground that it causes the
liquidation of a business. But one must, at the same time, heed the maxim, that "the
power to tax cannot be employed to embarrass and destroy useful and harrhnks
operations which are essential to the prosperity of the people dnd thus to defeat the
very purpose for which the taxing power is conferred.5 Hence,to condone the ruin
of citizens by the enforcement of cumulated overdue tax claims resulting from over-
long in action on the part of the Tax Authority amounts to a gross abuse of the T:ix ng
power. Sound public policy dictates the establishment of a term within which Lax
claims are to be brought.

Even when the grim results depicted above do not occur, unregulated delay in
the assertion of tax claims is not to play havoc with the well being of taxpayers by
putting them in a state of incertitude and worry. This psychological impact is bound
to interfere with their day-to-day living, and even to discourage their plans for new
ventures. Why should taxpayers be subjected to mental strain for an indefinite time,
just because of the inaction of the Tax Authority? Equity demauds that relief should
be granted to them in the form of a limitation set on the possible delay in delivering
tax-claims.

One may toy with the idee that tax remission provisions may be employed to
avoid the occurrence of the above undesirable consequences.' But it must be noted
that the application of remission provisions is, as a rule, made an a case-by-case basis,
depending on subjective appreciation of facts. Conseuently, such provisions cannot
rival provisions of limitation of actions, in the role of consolidating and safeguarding
situations which are "regularly and entirely just'
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Much has been said in an attempt to lay bare the unwisdom of allowing tax
actions to be immune from the application of prescription. It is now time to
complement the contention with what is actually seen in practice.

The tax laws of many countries abound with limitation provisions as to the
rights of the state to as-ess taxes and demand their payment. These provisions
corroborate the fact that the necessity of establishing a term is given priority over the
so-called fiscal interest of the state. The subsequent paragraphs give a glimpse of
some of them. The tax system of Brazil features rules of prescription in relation to
the assessment and collection of income taxes. An original assessment may be made
either on the basis of the taxpayer's return or ex offic, and the period within which
this must be accomplished is fixed at five years from the end of the taxable year in
question.

Brazilian law also allows for the possibility of carrying out what is called an
additional or supplementary assessment. The additional or supplementary assessment
must be made within five years from the date on which the taxpayer received notice
of the original assessment. This means that an additional assessment cannot be
carried out where the Tax Authority fails to make an original assessment within the
time prescribed for it. 17 "Under the law in its present form - the five-year periods
referred To are substantive periods of limitation, which extinguish the right to make
an assess]nt. They cannot be suspended or interrupted by an act of government"18

The period of jimitation as to the right of the state to collect taxes is likewise
fixed at fiv :ars. it starts to run from the last day of the term fixed for the payment
of the tax in the notice of an assessment- This period of limitation may be
interrupted, say, where a demand for the payment of the tax is directed to the
taxpayer, or a grant of an extension of time for the payment is made. It is also
suspended as long as proceedings for the collection of the tax are under way.19

In the tax laws of Italy, there is a series of limitation provisions applicable to
the government's right to demand the payment of a tax. The approach adopted is to
lay down particular periods applicable to particular situations, and this accounts for
the multiplicit of the proviions. Nevertheless, subject to the exceptions, the tax
administration is barred from demanding the payment of a tax after a lapse of three
years from the date on which a retum .has been filed. In a case where no return has
been filed, the period of limitation lasts for twenty years as of the date due for the
return. Service of an injunction on the taxpayer or an act of compulsory proceedings
interrupts the running of the limitation periods. Where the period is validly
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interrupted, it is completed with the running of a whole new term equal to that fixed
by the law.?

The Swedish tax system provides another interesting example of limitation in
respect of the right of the government to collect taxes- The general rule in Sweden
is that no daim for the payment of tax may be made against the taxpayer later than
five years after the end of the collection year during which the amount in question
should have been paid. This is true even where the failure to collect is imputable to
criminal conduct on the part of the taxpayer. In this respect, the Swedish approach
appears to be a radical departure fron what is seen in the tax systems of rUnMy
countries.

Within the prescribed period, the appropriate Tax Authority may sue a
delinquent taxpayer for the recovery of an assessment in the Swedish Civil Courts.
It may file a petition for distraining his property or opening bankruptcy proceedings
against him. The initiation of such measures shall entitle the Tax Authoriry to satisfy
its claims even after the expiration of the five-year period of limitations?'

The fiscal code of the Federal Republic of Germany contains detailed statutory
rules on periods within which tax claims must be brought. Thesc rules do not make
any distinction as between limitations on assessment and limitations on collection.
The period of limitations for both is generally five years, beginning to run at the end
of the year in which the tax claim originated, i.e. it the time when all facts have
accrued which fix the taxpayer's liability for the tax In the event that the taxpayer
is guilty of a criminal tax evasion, however, the period of limitation consists of ten
years.

The rules provide for suspension and interruption on account of certain events
or causes. Suspension refers to an extension of the period of limitations in a case
where the claim of the government for the payment of a Tax cannot be asscrted during
the last six months of the period of limitations because of an act of God, or of a
public enemy.

Any overt act of an appropriate local finance office with a view to establishing
the identity of a taxpayer or his liability for tax may also furnish a cause for
interruption. Even the usual public request to file returns may constitute such a
cause. Other causes may include the admission of liability by the taxpayer in any
form, such as by filing a tax retum, and the grant of an extension of time given by the
Tax Authority for payment At the end of the year ihi which such an interruption
occurred or ended, a new period of limitation begins to run.
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The most striking feature of the West Geruan rules of limitations on tax
claims is that they do not require the lapse to be raised as a defence by the taxpayer.
Rather, they make the non-expiration of the period a procedural precondition for the
assertion of any tax claim - a point which the Tax Authority must examine on its own
motion throughout the proceedings. In this respect the West German rules radically
depart from prescription rules in other areas of the Civil Law.

With the expiration of the period of limitationsthe tax claim of the g6vernmeit
is destroyed, together with accessory claims for cost or penalties for delay or additions
to the tax. And, if any assessment of income or profits is made after the claim is
barred, the assessment shall be void.F

Finally, it is only appropriate to turn to the Ethiopian tax system, to see if
there are instances where prescription is allowed to run against the fiscal interest of
the government, Limitation provisions are. indeed, very scanty in the entire body of
the Ethiopian tax legislation, let alone in the income tax law, for they are deficient
in many a pects, especially in matters of prescription rules. Here the writer cites two
instances , showing that prescriptions have been allowed to run against the fiscal
interest of the government.

The first instance. relates to the collection of customs duties. Where goods are
short-levied by mistake or a refend is erroneously made, the customs director must
demand the payment of the difference by or the return of the refund from the
individual concerned, %ithin five years. This period begins to run from the date on
which the goods were mistakenly short-levied or the refund was erroneously made.
Because the person wrongly benefited is bound by the law "to pay the amount short-
levied or repay the amount erroneously refunded", upon demand being made by the
director within the prescrlbed period, it follows that no such claim may be asserted
after the period expires.Y4

The second instance pertains to the assessment of tax on income, and is
relatively much closer to what this paper is concerned with. It is incumbent upon the
Tax Authority to finalize the assessment of the taxable income in relation to a given
year within five years from the date on which a taxpayer submitted to the Authority
a declaration of his income. If this period expires, the Authority loses the right to
assess the taxable income to the year in respect of which the declaration was made,
for "the income declared shall be d4eemed to be approved, and the tax shall be
deemed to have been asses.ed on that income, though the taxpayer shall not be
released from liability to pay tax on income which has not been set forth in his
declaration3
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This is the only case where a period of Limitations is provided in the Income
Tax Proclamation of 173/1961 (as amended). Does it follow, then, that the actions
of the Tax Authority to recover tax on income are indefinitely inextinguishable in all
other cases? This is the problem that we shall come to gripe within the next section=

II Relevance .of tLe Civil Code

Book IV of the Ethiopian Civil Code is captioned "Obligations, and, under it,
first comes Title, X1l with the heading "Contracts in General". Section VI of Chapter
Il of this title lines up twelve articles on limitation of actions The next task is then
to examine the relevance of this part of the code to actions connected with a tax
liability.

The analysis chiefly focuses on Article 102-7 and Article 1lt as they are
susceptible to controversy. The first raises the basic question of determining the
scope of Title XIL2 7 the second poses the issue of whether the ten-year period of
limitation prescribed under it is of a particular (special) character, in the sense that
it relates only to contracts, or of a general character, in the sense that it may apply
to obligations irrespective of their source.38 But the writer shall begin by expounding
that a t lbihty constites an obligations. for it is on this very point that the whole
analysis tums,

Diverse legal meanings are accorded to the word "obligation". But the classical
definition of the term, as PW. Lee puts it. is 'a legal bond whereby we are
constrained by a necessity of performing something according to the laws of our
country",-* signifying a duty imposed by law which manifests itself in the pertonnance
of or forbearance from certain acts. Its widely accepted and current conception
consists in the whole legal relationship existing as between a creditor and a debtor,
the essence of which is a right and a corresponding duty.?

In broad terms, obligations may be classified as o -contravuaL
depending on their source. :Contractual obligations owe their existence to voluntary
agreements of contracting parties, while non-contractual obligations are either
consequences of legal-sanctioned acts of individuals, or creations attributable to the
sole authoity of the law?'

It has long become standard procedure in scholastic circles to elaborate the
princples of obligations in the context of private law, in particular that of contracts.
But this approach to the treatment of the subject need not make one doubt that
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obligations also arise from the authority of laws of a public nature. Revenue laws that
impose the duty to pay taxes are typical examples of this.

Obligations are inherently amenable to civil suits and not to criminal
prosecutions. and, as a rule, a tax liability is amenable to civil actions. But, since
public interest is at stake in tax matter revenue laws also provide for the possibility
of inqtituting a criminal prosecution against a delinquent taxpayerY This duality of
civil and penal actions, however, must not be allowed to blur one!s understanding of
a tax liability as a kind of obligation, for each recourse is independent of the other.33

A tax liability is an obligation w'ith legal relations that closely resemble those
existing as between a cjtor and a debtor under a contract. Admittedly, there is
little sense in calling a tax a debt in its ordinary meaning, for it is by definition an
enforced contribution exacted by virtue of the legislative authority in tie exercise of
the taxing power on grounds of necessity. As such, it is held to be, for example, not
subject to set-off.' Neverthele.s, the position of the Tax Atu:horiLy Vis-a-Vis the
taxpayer is to all intents and purposes identical to that of a creditor vis-a-vis a debtor
under a contractual obligation. What they both have as a right is a right in personam,
actionable against a designated person or persons or a defined class of persons. Both
obligations are not, in principle, designed teach rate in favour of the obligee a general
right of control over all the acts of the obligor Just as ri-e debtor may liberate
himself from the contractual obligation by sacrificing a portion of his property for the
purpose of settling the debt, so may the taxpayer obtain a discharge from his tax
liability by sacrificing a portion of his property to satisfy the tax claim.

Tla'ing underscored the fact that a tax liability cons~i-utes an obligation, the
writer shall now deal with the scope of Title kt-.

Article 1677 states that t>, relevant provisions of the title under discussion
shall apply to li atios " otwithstandin tihat they dont aie ut f a c
unless there exions applicable-to them. This means that, where
special provisions concerning the obligations are laid down by the legislator, they
override those in TiLL', X[I. Conversely, where special provisions are non-existent,
such prOjisions of this Title as are relevant are useful to solve a particular problem
of non-contractual obligation.

The language of the article in question leaves no room for doubt that the scope
of Title V 1isstended beyond the realm of thie laws of contract. The possibility of
applying iTs relevant provisions to 1osenon-contractual obligations are envisaged by
the ViwtfCode may not be contested either. The crux of thc matter is, however,
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whether the scope is widened so as to embrace all non-contractual obligations, without
exception.

Sone people may argue that the legislative intent as the scope of thi Title on
'Contracts in General is only that of creating a possibility of applying ale relevant
provisions of the Title to such non-contractual obligations as are present within the
province of the Civil Code (such as those arising out of the laws of status, succession,
property, tort and unlawful enrichment). In an attempt to substantiate this, they may
resort to the comment of the expert draftsman under Article 1677, quoted below
advocating that the word 'Law' as employed there stands only for the Civil Code.

Oblgations are created by the law iself and by contracts and other
.furdlcal acts of indvidual. There is no real opposition beween these
van ous sources, howne sice in a broad sense, even the obligatory force
of contracts deplnds on the law, which reguates them and ensure their
enforcement Moreover, the law often supplements the agreements of the
parties. It defines the contents of the contract and provides for various
problems that may not be foreseen by the paies at the time of contacting
but that may arise subsequenry. Finally, since the legislator is charged to
do justice, he imposes some contract clauses and crtain rules required by
equity and the interest of sociex-

Granted, the word "law" in the context of the above quotation may appear to
be a substitute for the Civil Code, since its mention is purely in connection with
contracts. One also fully acknowledges that the expert draftsman is entitled to his
own opinion. But attention need be drawn first to the fact that the work
"Commentary on Contracts in Ethiopia" is said to be "an English translation of David's
hasty French Commentary ... on his preliminary French draft of what is now only a
part of 'he Civil Code's Title (XII) . " Second, even if the comments were in his
final draft, they would not be allowed to supplant the provisions of the Civil Code
which have beer' incorporated in the law of Ethiopia after going through the scrutiny
of the Codification Commision and the Parliament of the tine. That they may be
of hetp in clarifying such doubts and settling such ambiguities as may exist in the
provisions is concede& Their persuasive role in winning support for a stand taken by
means of manoeuvrehng the letter and spirit of the articles may equally be admitted.
But they must not be simply looked upon as authoritative dicta to which one must
consent, as they are not part of the law of the land in their own right-a viewpoint
solely based on these comments should simply be dismissed as untenable in so far as
determining the application of the provisions of the code is concerned.
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The aLithor is .ven mnore ratcgu ricta ni t1i, point while commenting on Article
[r)'7. 1 Irc he is not only emphatic ahoui thL po 'ihilitv of applying the relevant
provisions of the Title ion ""tntrams in General" To oill obligations irrespective of
,heir source, but al.) emphasisc! that it is permissible io fall hack on them to get an

anster for any prl[enm of a civil nature, wherever solution" are not available in the
pert[ire!ri area of the civil or I1Lh1liC law. I INs t.LISL ,rt. insc ructve and enlighcening:
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the principal tuestiLPJt st I rfth ut the very beginning of our analysis It affirms to our
complete SitLINFictiOn that there is nuthing wrong in applying the relevant limilation
provisjons of Title XI of [he Civil Code to claims arising out of a tax liability in a
case whe're specialroviins with regard to them are rot provided. Thus, the is'sue
framed in celation it) the applicatk'. of Article 1845 may seem unworthy of discussian
Indeed, the fact that Article 1-45 ,peaks in terms of conracts doe's not require
analysis and is not the reuson for our comments, on that article, since nearly every
second provision gif The Title on "Coitracls in General" speaks in terms of contracs.
But it be n es necessary itt examine the iss:Le, a> some people may advocate in
favntir of restricting ihe applicktion of article 1845 only to contracts manipulaLing the
siLtbstuent sttRement of the eXpert draftsman:

Anicc IN4. dcal. tm: ' sv'i;h cmirc tiual r&mg/u. 1kie ihe mle.r dealing
,qtrlh h1iurIu'ip t jit i. 1 ttdt he of u-e 'ith nspect to oilier Jptu of
pxndhvnfs, it %'nLv ihu: h ifitrrion nueds to be co idered franz dfferent
pom l . if rwi" in the t n e of popeny and fan ily law tfar in connection
witl fltflrtj't3 This 't' w'clls J jus1lf' the irstrirms contained in

This vxcmi niay he held Is sLipporting the argument that the ten-year period
(if lilnlition prescribed undcr Article 1845 is (f a particular (special) character, in the
cn'-,e that it applo .only to contracltil obligciions But it does not take much to see

ihal the view is ,antenable . hen ,et iagainst the very design of the Title on "Contracts
in Cicocral'.

1h hi;l, ,Ir1dV te;bli,'Id thLt the Ileg lktive intent enshrined in Article 1677
with reg-rid LOi the 0ip Ctt if tli¢pplicjLtion oflitle XII is the comprehensive extension
11 *ti! all 01Lig LLi4 us. ill 'sl0etive of their source, with a view ca solving arty problem
Ir which Ml pe lineaClt sp!),ial Ilro',-ision is provided elsewhere in the Civil Law. It has
aIli been shown thast the question as to whether a given provision under this title
appllC. to0 Niuch sittorl. -Should he resIved purely on the basis of rules of logical
relvancy. I lence, resiricting its application only to contracu on grounds other than
its irrclevai'-s tn1 nn0n-ecrniraCital ohligulons contstitutes an aberration from the
jtnv:d objective oIf i1ke Title,

('tisidCrihz fie quesiion of whether Article 1&45 is relevant to actions
sieClming froin no iotitraiuLal obligations, it readily bec)mes apparent ihat the
answer iK in the :llirmn eiv. However restrictivety the provision is said io he worded,
there is nothing that makes it of t purely contractual character and nothing goes

uinst logic." if one a!plies i.e cnoyear period of limitation to actions arising out of
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nor-contractual obligations in respect of which no other special prescription provision
is Laid down. Perhaps it may be of interest to cite one es;imple of such an instance.
from the work of a scholar who used the ten-yea period (If !irittion to solve a
limitation problem relating to a nuin-contractual situation:

The Civit Procedr Code does not speciu , u period in ,whicl! the first
applicalion to e ecure the decree nj s: be filed, Sinc the dL'L1VL cree.ls
an obligation for the benefit of the M/ecre-hr~id',- she s'rdinfr'" period of
tiUn trwt for the enfUrcee~Tt of vbligatiotis; J-thich is iteY -'ln n.holdd he
applicable, and if the application in field more than ten years after the
date of tMe decne soughit o he rs un.o)d, it sthlnjd he hav'd hY
linitadon./

How shottld nne then uinderstand the words qhled trViL)tIll frorn the e pen
draftsman? While commenting under Article tM5, llrIfc-,ir Reno IDk:vId makc-s
reference to some periods of limitation of a general character avai!ble in f{rciri
legal systems, and contrasts (hem with the ten-year 1 iiod of Lintiiatki preswribed
under the said artidle. In doing so, 'l.e expert drafvboan ri, ke> no Lecrc of g:lenCrd
disapproval of a longer general period of lirnitation 1har ten years, He saltes:

7he French Civil Code (Anicle 2262) sets the tfieL after which rico'C is
harred at thirty years, hut ev-rnowe now agrees 1,,, t ji, is tv; hig. hr
light of these criticisms, Article 1845 fixes a w r- '-rer period ,I h'mitair,
as do the code of Switzerlnd (Cte of Ohliguln.s, ;l.'thl 7277) .Japan
(Article 167)" Lehmo a (Article 349), cand IA tAnkle 2Q4-U-rt

Despite this fact, there are certain provisions for lunger periord of liitathio in the
fields of family and property law of the Ethiopian U'i il Code.? I ece, wh:, lie
submits in relation to the restriction of the applicafion of :-rdiele 1845 may well he
understood ir the light of those provisions thai lay down lim[LtLtin peri tls CxCe ndI lg

ten years, It may not be taken as a statement that exc[uds all non-cuntractual
obligations from the scope of the application of the article.

To Sum up, the ten-year period of limitation prescribed toiter Article 1W45 k
of a general character. in the sense tho 'E applies to j.g.;.ion. 'torn' ofligatioir, r'm
whatever snurce, as long as special limituiion provisiom irc missing- hus the writer
fully subscribes to the view that the pre-emptory deleikc Of Imtit.LtR'l MLIV valIdLv K
pleaded bv taxpayers as a preliminary objection by % irte o t Article 244 (2) (f) of the
Civil Procedure Code. to fruscrate actions brought for Ki,:!'\ '-:-y tax clain in the ecnt
that they are not instituted % idtl the ie l pernissiIlv 1 le, This cOlILJ;iOIl MtUy
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cause an outcry of despair from some quarters,yet it is in accord with the legislative
intent embodied in Article 1677 of the Civil Code-

ill AD~ipjiqaion Propositions

What remains now is to demonstrate under different situations how we think
limitation issues affecting actioFs aimed at the recovery of the ta on income from
sources chargeable under Schedule C ought to be resolved ' This part of the artic'le
is corsecrated to this purpose, in the hope that it will be of some practical benefit to
those who are entrusted with the responsibility of implementing and enforcing the
income tax laws.

1. WhvW a taxpayer has not declared h annual income and has not paid tuax

The liability for the tax on income from sources chargeable under Schedule C
is determined on a yearly basis.and all taxpayers are under the obligation to declare
their annual income and pay the tax thereon every year. 7 Suppose a taxpayer did not
fulfil these obligations with regard to a particular year. Now should a decision be
rendered on the limitation issue as to the right of the Tax Authority to enforce its
claims for the tax in question?"8 The disposition of such a case is apparently involved,
as we shall be see below.

There are no special limitation provisions applicable Lo the situadion under
discussion. Therefore, the general period of limitation prescribed under Article 1845
of the Civil Code comes into its own. This means that the rights of the Tax Authority
to a&esq and collect the tax in respect of a given year are to be barred after a lapse
of ten years. No tax a-cribable to a particular year may he recoverable where ir
results from an asssment made after this period has run out without interruption,
provided a plea of limitaton is raised by the taxpayer in question, to render the action
brought ineffective.

This holding may come into question where the identitv of a given taxpayer or
his place of work and residence is unknown to the Tax Authority, and the lapse in
imputed to this reason, Here, there is a need to consider the issue of whether a lack
of such knowledge constitutes grounds-for the dismissal of a plea of limitation under
the law in its present form.

As far as extinction of ownership by prescription goes, unawareness of rthe
existence (f a right furnishes no legally valid excuse for setting aside a plea of
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limitation," No0 Similar express provi siuns are contained in Section VI of Chapter III
of the Ttle on -Contracts in General' But it i., not prohibited to apply by analogy
t-e rule referred to above, or limitatin of actions whose oltect is the extinction of
obligations. Further. Article 1853 of the Civil Code, which .rIEi.eS the fact that the
legislator has adverted to the questir as io what may bring about the dismissal of a
plea of limitation, makes no mention whatsoever of a tack (f knowledge as to the
existence of a right white .tipulating the conditions under which this defence may not
be available_" Finally, ih must be noted that Ar:icte 1854 give recognition to the rule
that a plea of limitation can he set tJj even hy a defendant who is in bad faith.? For
the above reasons, therefore, there is ino legal ground to deprive the taxpayer of this -
defence, even where the lapse is allegedJ to be a consequence of a tack of knowledge
as to his idenity, or residence &nd place of work_12

Tlh1 other im]rtant point that must bc made clear wshile considering such a
case_ concerns ih he,,ilnriong of the period. A , a matter of gereral rule, any period
ol limitation ,trs, t. rLi1t IJ, iOf the date On whcic1 erl o-ligation Falls due or a right
hbcorc,, crci.tblc," 'lhere may be in.tancot- where an ot-&lywion becornes due on
, scirt:itt deil. dile the right to) demand iik e t,,- n ren-ins not actionable until
a ftlUrdte. 1 t t "iiL::1,iLlJ mty be ctited iv the operalion of Ia, as shall be secn

icderl .[, or b , aL jud-.riient. Iii sUch instances, the period of limitation shalt begin
toi rLun[ 'IS Of the date t'n which the right becomnes actiunable, not as of that date on
a. hiCb the tblig ttiori hL, fallen tiLe. By the application of ihis -LIle. ole is able to
,ilve 11he nroblcm raised in connection with the l cg;i.o of the aeriod.

The yearly inX ohligaLtion becomes due at the end of each accounting period,
'Ahih n1rm.Ll]y ci.-rc ,iuls to rhe E'Jiopi--: ril year, ro..ning from the first of
lT:tile m 1hbe hiriieth ,r Scne (that i . i July to 7Ju4ly ir- :hr'e next year, Gregorian
C'ilcodar, P Joly or N July rcspectively, if the dare fatls in aL Gregorian Leap Year).
Noneth]eles, the right of the Lx.Aut[horirl iii ,c:ermie a>L-rtively the liability of the
tltspayer in respc%'t of tlek year i LILICsI1ion is not actitomirle forthwith. This is due to
[the isuspension ,citnsed b) the prescribed rternN wiihin which taxpa;,yers are legally
htrtuld to fu Ifil [he ollhgalions to declare their annual ilcome ald pay [le ax thereon,
•\> breach of these obligaions entails penStes-:[ aessahle as part of the tax liability,
the AuLtloiritv must keep check on the expir) Of these terns,, in he certain that

rllpliLnce ha1Is 11ot bCen obserVe' lhr !he [LX Lverk. Hence, as a rule, it is as of the
end ,of these terms thatl the right of the Aitbuority to determine assertively the ta
I i zl, uv tapa crk beconmes actionable. and rhe' teriyer period of limitation begins
whien 1he tCrms ut e3lgtliln~ a ally cxilLir.
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The prescribed terms within which the obligations to declare annual incomd
and pay the tax thereon arc to be complied with consist of four months, two month
and one month, all being calculable from the end of the annual accounting period for
which the tax is duePs This is in line with the three categori, amy (a), (b) and
(c), into which all taxpayers are classified!' Acordingly, the question as to when the
period of limitation actually starts to run must be determined on the basis of the
category to which the taxpayer in question belongs. We shall illustrate this by taking
the annual accounting period of 1968 Ethiopian Calendar as an example:

The term beginning on I Hazze 1967 E.C. and ending on 30 Sene 1968 EC
(8 july 1975 GC. to 7 July 1976 G.C) makes up the annual acoounting period in
question. The tenns prescribed for submissions of declarations of annual income to
the Income Tax Authority and for the payment of the tax thereon all begin to run on
1 Hamle 1968 E.C. (8 July 1976 G.C.) As the tax is due on 30 Sene 1968 E.C., the
expiry of the term applicable to taxpayers belonging to category (a), (b) and (c) occurs
on 30 Tildmt 1969 EC., 30 Nehase 1968 E,C. and 30 Haml 1968 E.C., respectively,
(9 November 1976 G-C, 5 September 1976 G.C and 6 August 1976 GiC.
respectively), according to the pertinent article of the rules on the provisions as to
time r (See also footnote 55.) The date immediately following the expiry of each
term then marks the beginning of the ten-year period of limitation, and its end shall
be determined according to the rule set out in Article 1848 of the Civil Code.'

2- Where a taxpayer has deelared all his annua~lincome in respsit of a particular
year and fully paid the tax thereon within the appropriate prescribed term

The disposition of the limitation issue that may come up in the situation under
consideration is not very complicated. It is quite plain that there is no need to have
recourse to article 1845, since the special limitation provision of Article 41 of the
Income Tax Proclamation overrides it.

Pursuant to Article 41 the right of the Tax Authority to determine the liability
of the taxpayer in respect of the annual accounting period shall be barred after five
years as of the date on which it received from the taxpayer the. declaration of his
annual income. It is important to note that this period may begin to run as of any
date on which the taxpayer submits the declaration of his annual income to the Tax
Authority, and not necessarily as of the date following the date on which the
appropriate term prescribed for f-ufilling the obligation expires.

The Authority may not exercise its right to make an assessment with regard to
the annual income pertaining to the year in question once the five-year time-limit is
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over. Not only that; the Tax Authority may have nothing to collect in this particular
instance, since the taxpayer in the case not only declared his annual income in respect
of the year in question, but also filly ifid the tax on the declared income in due tile.
In a case where all the annual income is declared and the tax thereon is fully paid in
due time, there is little wse in speaking of the Authority's right to collect the tax
after the five-year time-limit bas run out without the time-limit having been utilized.

What about a case where the taxpayer is under the obligation to keep books
of accounts and reords but has failed so to do? Can the penalty for the breach be
collectable after the time-limit for assessment has lapsed without being used?" This
may be a rare encounter, but it is quite interesting, The writer's sta=d on this
question is that it must be possible. The tax paid on the declared annual income
furnishes the basis for computing the penalty. The general period of limitation
applies to the right of demanding its payment.

3. Where the taxpayerbas declare all his annual income in rcoect ofa
nrticuLar year wjthjin the appropriate prescribed term. but haA tint paid the tax

In this situation, the question of whether the payment of the tax on the
declared annual income in due time is a precondition for the application of Article
41 of the Income Tax Proclamation has a serious claim on one's attention. In fact.
the writer is very much alive to the contention that the answer is "yes°, and has opted
to dispose of the issue straight away. In doing wk he shall first state the argument in
favour of the precondition mentioned above, and submit his refutations next.

The contention that the five-year period of limitation may not rum in
consequence of declaration of annual income alone is said to repose on Article 46 of
the Proclamation: -The tax on the declared taxable incoihe shall be paid
simultaneously with the submission of the declaration of income," Because Article 46
here makes an express enunciation, it is said that Article 41 becomes operative only
where there is compliance with both obligations, of declaring anual income and of
paying the tax thereon at the same time. An excess of zeal to validate this stand is
usually expressed in.-ssertions that Article 41 is intended to create a right for the
benefit of taxpayers ,who may not avail themselves of it unless they fulfil all their tax
obligations.

The above reasoning may sound plausible, yet, when one looks into it wearing
legal spectacles, it amounts to distortion. 'To begin with, the distinctions in purpose,
as between the sections under which Artiele 46 and Article 41 come, do not warrant
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any such cmistruction. The scion under which Aticle 46 comes is designed purely
)'Llworn the dischargc of tax liablitvand its point of reference is the taxpayer.b

Conversely, the section under %,,hich Article 41 falls aims at defining and regulating
the power relatig to the assessment of the lax. and its; point of reference is the Tax
Aul hrilv, In .]CL Artle 41 i rcriction on the right of the Tax Authoriy to

fnakv' :iI a-cvf elf l .

Secondly, the insertion of compliance with the obligation to pay the tax in the
prWkiuns of Article 41 would out clear across the widely accepted precepts of legal
interpretation. The language of the article is plain and shows no signs of ambiguity.
It c;an by no means be catled absurd, since there are instances of its meaningfuil
UPpl :Llik'. Thus. only at the risk of being called usurpers of the legislative function,
may one bring iet Article 41 the obligation to pay the tax on the declared annual
neme-

(oenizano of the ge;nerl rule that tax provisions need to be strictly construed
iil o'. [r of thle Tax Authurity. But one cannot condone the impropriety of its
e itln.,Meni 1o jLstlfy the arbitrary introduction of foreign legal elements into
proviiions who.se lI uage and purpose are quite plain and unequivocal. Such an act

l -li cute anl auhttse w" tOe aforementioned rule.

thirdly, as a matter of pri i ipte. it is necessary to ac, on a fair and reasonable
i m;rcl, ion, in order t o arrive a the true intent as to the scope of tax provisions.

a ntd LO u 1 LI re r1C i r j LI St application. It is clear from the language of Art icl a 41 that
the Ic_iative intent is oIne ther than the regulation of the time within which an
as .csmeni on the declared annual income shall be made. To this end, the provision
fi.ses a rterm and sel the time when it commences'to run as the date on which the
declaratiM Uf the uNial income is made available to the Tax Authority. Hence, its
reference to the declaratan of annual income must be understood only in the context
of lim itaion of acIi iris, 1e as a marker of the date which ushers in the running of the
linto ini.

,,\ri[1e 41 ii:i- at making the Tax Authority diligent in determining the
[Liihiliy of utp( kcr, unce the Authority has received information as to the annual
incoe. 'lhe .urlicl."> r ik, ast : "'itation provisfon, is to destroy the Authority' right

to i the ILx U13i1t the lnpse of the term,( but not to extinguish the liability of
ixvcz-s- Wtwi A!, ide 4L has in %/ ew Is not, then. the creatjorn of a right for the

benefit i. ixIvc's - an assuImption which would show a crass Misreading of the
purpose and role of ihe legal in.4tUtion of prescription.
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Fourthly, a comparison between Article 41 and its couitcrpart in Proclamation
No. 77 of 1976 (as amended), namely, Article 26, reveals a miiformily in LegLslative
itEnt as to what is decisive for the operation of the limitation period.0 Article 26,
which imposes a time-limit of the same length in respect of the Tax Authoritys right
to determine the liability for the tax on the declared annual income from agricultural
activities, makes no Trenttion of the obligation to paV the tax a-, a condition of the
limfsEion. It simply states that the prescriptiLr, sha!L begin to in as of the date on
which the annual income is declared. This approach, similar to that manifeetcd in the
two provisions discussed above, supports the contention, in disregard of the opposite
view. Incidentally, the reader is advised to lok at Articles 15 (c) and 21 (c) of the
Transaction Proclamation No. 205 of 19 63 (as amended), where there is an express
mention of payment as a condition of the limitation."'

Having made this point, one nonethcless feels tOi rcce':&,nv, of eaniipi nrs he
implication of the apparent requirement of Article 4o that c-lc ohigatiia s r declare
annual income and pay the tax thereon need to be carried out Imtn:tamleiulyv i
hoped that this will set at ease the minds of those whuse view mii he different w the
one maintained in the article. This treatment o the queK,,in ,;tuhi be considered
from the perspective of sanctnns.

Despite what is stipulated under Arile 46.the law imposes separate penalies
applicable to the breach of each of the two obligations. Non-compliance with the
obligation to submit declaration of annual income within the prescribed term carri'Os
the penalty laid dowm under Article 66 of the proclamationt' Breach of the
abligation to pay the tax on declared annual income in due time, on the other
hand,entails the penalty set out under Article 76." When it corre. to che request fr
ce,ncurrence in the execution of the two ublims. howevc-. no c ii I s-nfltiOn
threatens its non-observance. To put it plainly, a tDY. :mxver ma )t he penalized fur
not concurrently carrying out the obligation to declare his annual inc'me and pay the
r. thereon. Thus. if a given tax.ayer has declared his annual incncme within the
appropriate prescribed term, but fails to pay the tin thereon it. due qime, he shall be
liable for penalty pursuant only to Article 67 and nfl tO Article 6t,. The purpose of
that part of Article 46 pertaininig to the requirement uLnder consideration can he seen
only as a reminder to taxpayers that they should have sufficient cash in hand
whenever they appear to submit the declaration of their annual income before the Tax
Authority. so that they may discharwe forthwith their liability as cumputed on the b.iis
of A 'at thicy declared. This is Laid down in lawh in the interest ,i L_'!' cuT[[CCUtlL

I a, summation, the writer madntains that the right to .ascss the ta in respect
of the parutictar accounting perio~d for whici the wxpaer dchl'rd I-,,, nnual income
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within the appropriate prcwribed term shall be barred after Eve years as of the date
on which the taxpayer submitted his declaration, in the event it is not exercised in
due time by the Tax Authority. Non-payment of the tax on the declared annual
income in due time produces only that penal consequence laid down under Article 67
of the proclamation It in no way constitutes a legal cause the effect of which is to
render the limitation of Article 41 inoperative.

The limitation question as to the right of the Authority to collect the tax on the
declared annual income is another matter. As the taxpayer in the situation under
consideration paid no tax in respect of the accounting year in question, the Authority's
right to demand the payment of the tax on the declared anual income is regulated
by the general ten-year period of limitation. Needless to say,the right to collect the
tax on the declared annual income remains actionable, even after the right to make
an assessment in respect of the accounting period in question is barred by the expiry
ot the five-year time-limit, as long as the general period of limitation has not-ru a out.

4. Where a taxpayer has declared a LLhis annual income in respect of a paricular
year after th_ g!xyir oLhe appropriate prescribed erm. and has paid no tax

Such an act on the part of the taxpayer produces the following legal
consequences: first, it interrupts the ten-year period of limitation which has started to
run in respect of the Authority's right to determine the liability for the tax and
demand its payment. Second, it causes the five-year time-limit to run, to the prejudice
of the right to assess the tax, Third, it also causes a new term of ten years to begin
running, to the prejudice of the right to demand the payment of the tax-

When the taxpayer submits the declaration of his annual income, he is in
effect, making an acknowledgement of his liability for the payment of the tax. Such
an admission in wrift interrupts the general period of limitation which has
commenced to run in respect of the Tax Authority's right to assess and collect the tax
as of the expiry of the appropriate term, As the dedaration of the annual income is
made in a'form supplied by the Tax Authority for the purpose, the admission of the
liability for the tax consists in filling in and signing the form f7 As a result, all the
time that expired prior to the submission of the declaration shall not be counted, but
shall be completed by a new period qf ten years-' But this period runs only in
respect of the right to collect the tax,'qx the submission of the declaration causes
Article 41 of the income Tax Proclamation to apply.
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The writer is well aware that there may be some who advocate iiL favour of
restricting the application Of the five-year time-limit only to hu c'Cases where the
declaration of the annual income in reSpeCt Of ak paricular sear is made in due time.
There is no point in repeating ]terc what h.Ls been said earlier in relation to Lhe

purpose of ArticLe 41. by wak of r'tuinti this s cre il ltiffices to underscore
the fact that there is, neither explicit Eor implicit reference to ;j requirement or is
sort in the provision StElnaissiOn of the deckrati in of wnrilul income with regard to
a particular annual accounting period may le 1itiade il dUe iime without penalty, or
out of time with penalty, and ini bth cases without atfeceing lie :application of Article
41.

Incidentally, the writer would like to indicaI that[ th1 otCr legal consequence
ensuing from the breach of the ohligatiun to dclare utnntlaI incom3e in1 due time is the
determination of tax liabilitv by estimation."'

5. Where -a, ta,\,.uyg. s dccared ill hi, at.i:di i ni,)jJLtrEc,. 1 t" (P zi particular
UCCo Uning period, and h , .ill%\ vid % l . ihL.Lo r :_i.r the expirv oif the
aplr)oriate tern

The limitation anaksiK under thi, situl'O l i' 11u1 SO ver hird to grasp. lriks

to the p is c n Lthe ti'.\llat)cr's .u[lli'JS]1 oifh he declaration of his
annual income ,ld payment td ih tax ie lrckoi. the te] .ar pcriod 1 limitalimi
which was set in motion by ihe expiry lf rtle appopriaLte term for fiuiilling the

obligations ceases to ron to ih' prcjudLicc (if o111 Tlax A,.urhri%'s rigl io dctL'rmi',
the liablit\ for the tax and demand i:, [XiVIcniL In lieu or iL. 1 i1 tilh i-l~lt 4 it Articl
41 of the Income Tatx Pr c ClaaLtion ICgi I-,s to ru., imdici i-u ,itili con-equences aL" are
oudined in Proposition 2, .- Now[ thaL[ lhe 11Lti i13 this Proltisitiol 5 iMmV l,¢l
penally, w.hile that. tn Propostioon 2 LdtjCS 10r,

6, Where an Assessment noti; git --1asjbeen served t _.litkaxr

Generally speaking, the issant'-, or a1 ."' ,ieII iii0icaliii tw, ;A ie
tapayer in accordance ith the law ,ienals ettv e r,.i,c or liet righi To deternine ce
tax liability, ThLs It '. in CtHirleti0Rxl ih i he righL [0 LIer l.ti the !IX!tVni o1 L 1h,-- l,,;
ptrsLiunt to the asse-e't notification thalt oe ca.tl alli' l Lrlllat i i.

From ',he stmndpin[ of limitation, an Urieliiail vaiLI :,"csll noiil',Ci!'t II1
respect ot a £iven amal .ccou nting perokd ma,, , .r ed in L tiXpLtL'r.
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a. wiihin ten years in a case where no declaration of the annual income
has been stibmitted to che Tax Authority.

h. within five years in a cane where the declaration of the annual income
has been submitted to the Tax Authority.

Service of such a valid original assessment notification shall interrupt any
pe riod of in itattion which has commenced running in respect of the Tax Authority's
right to demand the payment of the tax. This is due to the legal consequences that
it produccs, set out below.

When a taxpayer is in receipt of an assessment notification, the law requires
him to carry out either of the following two actions within one month:

1. To settle accounts with the Tax Authority and pay the tax, if there is any
(Article 46 of the Income Tax Proclamation);

2. To exercise his right of appeal to the Tax Appeal Commission- See Article 54
(of Proclamation No. 173 of 1961 (as amended).

In a case where the taxpayer fails to take either of the alternatives mentioned
a ,vv, the cause ftr i le Imerruption lasts only for one month as of the date on which
the a'ncsnt nodficaion has been duly served on the taxpayer. Thereafter, the
U.tLIS tf 11C asc'SrMent notification is to all intents and purposes identical to that of

a dcctcc passed hy the courts, for it becomes IM lure immediately executive.." The
lI% dec. 11 1lx liability expressed in the assessment notification as final and
cnU-l'iC., and creates the obligation of enforcing it for the benefit of the Tax
ALit hrly.n' The right tor make the first application for the execution of the
a ,es nent noti'ication must be exercised within the general limitation period of ten
year., exactly as in the case of a decree rendered by the courts- The period shall
begin to ran at the end of the month fixed for the taxpayer either to settle aCCounts
willi the Tics Authority or exercise his right to appeal. If the Tax Authority fails to
executeL the assessment notification within the said period, its right to demand the
paymeni of the tax shall he barred,

In a case where the taxpayer takes an appeal to the Tax Appeal Cornmission
from the decision of the Tax Authority on his tax liability, its right to demand the
ptyment of ilte . .hall obviously remain not actionable while the proceedings are
LI 1ler wtv. If the outcome of the case is in favour of the Tax Authority, the decision
of the Commission Is considered as final and executive, subject to the possibility of
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its being altered at a higher Level of appeal]2 Thus, the right to demand the payment
of the tax according to the decision of the 'Tax Appeal Commssioa shall be barred
if no application to enforce it iS made: to the couris within ten years,

The uspewnsion of the right to demand the payment of the tax is definitely
further prolonged in the event that the decision of the Commission is against the Tax
Authority. Here. ihe Authority -s entitled to take an appeal to the regular court of
appeal from the decision of the Commission, and the final disposition of the case may
even he made at the level of the Supreme Court. If the case is decided for the Tax
Authority, the limitation as to the eecution of such decision is governed by the rule
applicable to any other decree. Thus. if no application for its enforcement is made
within the generalt limation period of ten .C rS, the Tax Authority shall lose its right
to demand the payment oF the 1',cx.

7. The tax Auhoritv's Rilit tu ReviSe its Previous Assessmct

Article 7) (c) of the Income Tax Proclamation,which purportedly derogates
from the provisions oif Articles 41 and 55. is designed for the purpose of rectifying
short levies catsed by the fraudulent atts of taxpayers. 74 It farms out to the Tax
Authority the right to revise any of it. p)rCviOLP, ILS casssmcnts at any time where
taxpayers appear to have:

1. omitted to give aLL full an1d ]JrILkr deciara.Ilion of their incomc
2. refused to supply intormrratitni 1U, to a~ll :EIIIOLir't and source of their income and

the size oif their operaliona or tiiujtid !sli ilforn;ition regarding these
niatteCrs':

3. committed any tax offincc [hLi]ish hlL: uinder it: Pcnal Code. Incidentally,
Article 70 (c) (I) is presumed toI )e C',:IccLlLKAit upi4Yrl the last provision o"
Article 41, which, in effect.statc 1 h:ti lie expiry oif the five-year time-limit may
not relieve taxpayers from liabilit io pay the tax on the income which they
have not set forth in the declarttion,-"

When one considers Article 71) (c) fcirn the aspect of limitation, it does not
take much effort to realize that the most importam words it the provisionS are "at any
time". What impression does these words gi-% e vhen they are seen in connection with
the discovery the Tax Authority of the aforeinettioned fraudulent acts? This is the
crucial question. and there seem to lv iwo possible ways of l king at it-

First, it is Possible t see the wordS "at any time" in the context of infinity, and
maintain that the Tax Atithority can determine afresh the liability of taxpayers in
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respect of a given annual accounting period, whenever it aCquires kn wledge as to the
commi.sion of any one of the atresaid fraudulent acts in relation to the previous
assessment, regardless of the number of years that have gone by. This conception, in
effect, leads to the conclusion that the Tax Authoriy's right to revise any of its
previous assessmenL' is virtually immune from The operation of limitation rules. We
may tend to imagine a bar to the Ta Authority's righr.resuting from the Authority's
Failure to exercise it within ten years after the coming of the fraudulent acts to its
notice. Yet this is a remote possibility, as it is very unlikely that the taxpayer in
question can scceed in establishing the date on which the Tax Authority acquired
knowledge of such facts.

Sectnd. it is equally possible to understand the words "at any time in the
context of the general period of limitation of Article 1845 of the Civil Code- Based
on ihis concepL one may put forward the view that the Tax Authority must discover
the fraudulent act, in relation to a previous assessment pertaining to a given annual
accounting perk. and must exercise its right to determine afresh the tax liability.
within ten years. as of ihe date on which;

I. the Lax payable on the income declared by the taxpayer in question is deemed
as approwed, by virtue of Article 41, "0

2. the aLssessnent notification served on the taxpayer in question becomes final
and conctusive, by virtue of Article 55-'" Of the two approaches referred to
ahove, we recommend the adoption of the latter an the following grounds:

- Generally speaking, alE the theoretical and legal reasons discussed
above ftor laying down rules on limitation appear to favour the second
app rzi at i.

2- In particular, as the right to revise a previous assessment presupposes
a contact already established between the tax Authority and the
taxpayer, it appears unreasonable to allow the right to endure forever.

3. The second approach offers a precise and more meaningful way of
decermining the time on which the tax liability of taxpayers in respect
of a given annual account year Must close conclusively in respect of a
gen a nnual accounting year.

4. As the duty to hunt out fraudulent acts perpetrated against the revenue
intake is included within the right to revise a previous asment, the
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second approach is better co-ordinated for maling the Tax Authority
pursue this duty with diligence. It puts pressure on the Authority to
resort to effective deployment of the inspection force at its disposal, and
to active solicitation for co-operation and collaboration from
appropriate governmental bodies and mass organizatious to that end.

It is imperative for the tax laws to contain provisions that deal adequately with
the question of limitation. Recommendations to this effect may he not so hard to
make, but unfortunately the introduction of tax reform of this sort does not sern to
arrive fast, as shown by experience. Meanwhile, one has to resolve such legal knots
as are dealt with in this discussion with the aid of the relevant provisions of the Civil
Code. As stated recourse to the Civil Code is not prohibited by the law, and the
writer urges that it should be made use of properly and with confidence.

The proposed applications of limitation may be at variance with the prevailing
concept of limitation in relation to tax claims; some of them may even radically
diverge from what has actually been followed by the courts in the disposition of much
issues. Yet the writer remains satisfied that the proposals are the mts practical to
offer, in the absence of elaborate rules governing limitation in the field of taxation.
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4
5ivil Code. AT.I i! M-: Principle- (1) The possessor who has paid for fifteen

con-ccutivc yeats the taxes relating to the ownership of an immovable shall become
4we ulL:, nc: NuCh it-IrTI'LvabIe .

'* Iis prosvk.-on has been made obsolete since 1975 by the legislation which
broughl u) an nd private ownership of land. Art 1000: periods of Time. (1) An
acdon of "petilio h'aereditate shall be barred after three years from the plaintiff
having become aware of his right and of the taking possession of the property of the
Jnheritance by the defendant (2) It shall be. absolutely barred after fifteen years
from the death of the deceased or the day when the right of the plaintiff could be
e' rorced, unless the action relates to family immovable.

"Art. 4(h) (f Proclamation No. 173 of 1961 (as amended): Without prejudice to the
Rural Land Use Fee and Agricultural Acdvities Income Tax Proclamation No. 77 of
I1J76 (as amended.) on income from all other sources not specifically mentioned in
Paragraphs (a), (0. (d), (e) and (f) of this Article: under Articles 12 through 17
inclusive heTeof (Sehedule C).

JTProctamation No. 173 of 1961 (as amended) V. Schedule C, Art. 12 (a), The tax on

income from sources mentioned in paragraph (c) of Article 4 hereof shall be charged,
Ick.icd, collectcd and paid annually, and shall be imposed on taxable income of the
preceding vcar* which shall, in principle. corresind to the Ethiopian fiscal year;,

r4 wided, hnvc¢ver, that the Income Tax Authority may, at its discretion, allow the use
of a different accourlti ng year.

4'Thi-' migh' indeed be a rare encounter in reality, if the requirement to obtain license
for eariag on a trade or a husiness is rigorously applied (Art. 3 (1) of Proclamation
No. 2Q- of 197 1. as amended by Art. 11 of Proclamation No. 76 of 1976), and if the
Income Tax Authority makes effective use of its right to gain access to information
ahnut 1he operations and incomes of taxpayers (Proclamation No. 173 of 1961, as
amended. Ar> 23-27).

-"Civi Cute, Ar- 1192: Prescriptiom The owner of corporeal chattel shall lose his

rights as an owner wher he fails to exercise them for a period of ten years by reason
of his not knowing where such chattel was or that he was the own thereof.

ICivil Code. Art. ,S53 Special Relations Between the Paies. (1) The court may set
aside a plea based on limitation where it is of opinion that the creditor failed to
exercise his rights in due time on account of the obedience he owed to or fear he felt
of the debtor to whom he is bound by famity relationship or subordination (2) In
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such a case, third parLes who guaranteed :he payment of the debt shall however be
released.

51CriV] Code, Art. 1 zi54: Bad Fa ith. A parLy may plead limitation ntwithKstanding that
he is in had faith.

52Some people may be put out by our contention (thinking that it plays into the hands
of delinquent taxpayers), but they are advised to gauge the analysis in the eyes of the
law. After all, even criminal action%, which appear to be more serious, are barred by
a lapse of time, as indicated earlier, Incidentally, the ordinary limitation as to
unaggravated Tax offenses is fixed at five years,. (See Penal Code Art. 226 (e) in
Conjtfction with Art. 355 (1), Art. 360 (12) and Art. 361 (1). as welt as Art. 15 of
Proclamation No. 214 of 1981). Absolute limirtrion as to unuggravated tax offenses
is f Ned Lt tell years, according to the rules Stt t under Art, 23 1 of the Penal Code.
The periods begin to run from the day on which the offender first exercised his
criminal activity: see Penal Code,Ar. 228 (2).

53Civil Code, Art, tX6: Beginning of Period. The period ot limtatio shall run frm

the day whel the obligation is due o~r the rights undcr the contract cnuWd be exercised.

-4Proclamation Nt. IlQ2 of 1959 (as anended), Art. 2. The fiscal -eajr is hereby fixed
at a period of one (1) year commencing on 1st Hamle and ending on 301h Sene of the
followin" year,
55Proclamadon No- 173 of 1961 (uis amended), Art. 35 (c). Income from sources
chargeable under Schedule C of this proclamation shall he declared annually as
follo[ws:I

(I) If the taxpayer is required by regulatiMIa issued by Outr Minister of Finance to
keep hooks of account and records in such a way a; t) be ahc to submit to the
Income TDN Authority at the end Of the vt'ar a balance ,sheet and a proFitend-loss
accourit with necessary specificadons: within four (4) mom , from the end of the
annual accounting period for which the tX is due:

(11) If the taxpayer is required to keep only such hooks of account and records as
may bc accecssurv for him to submit to the Income Tax A,thority at the end of the
year a summary of his daily revenite and expenditure, divided, or not, in certain
grups, as it may he prescribed by regflations iksLled by Our Minister of Finance:
within two (2) months from the end of the annual accounrin, period for which the tax
is due:
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(II) If the taxpayer is no required to keep any hooks or records: within thirty (30)
day- from the end of the annual accounting period for which the tax is due,

"'1n connection with classification of tax periods and the obligation to keep b(ioks of
accotints and records, sce Arts- 25-29 of Legal Notice No. 2518 of 1962

"Civil Code, Art. 1860 (1) and (3): Period Fixed in Months (analogy). (1) Where the
per od is fixed in months, or s) as to include several months, the debt shall be due on
such day of the ]a-st month as corresponds by its number to the day of the making of
the contract. (2) The thirteenth month of the Ethiopian calendar shall not be taken
into account.

5Civil ode, Art. 194: Calc[ation of Period. (1) The period of limitation shall not
include the day Irom which such period hegins to run, (2) The action shall be barred
where the last day of the period o limitation has expired without having been used.
(3) Where the last day of the period of limitation is a holiday at the place of
payment, the action shall be barred on the next working day.

'Proclamation No. 173 (of 1961 (as amended), Art. 68, Any taxpayer in one of the
categories specificd below who fails to maintain such records and books of accomt
as rnny be presribed by Our Minister of Finance shall pay a penalty of twenty per
cent (20%) of the amount of the tax due.

'"[ProIimatioii No. 171 of 1961 (as amended), Section Xt, Payment of Tax. Arts. 44-
48 inclusive.

"'Proclarnation No. 173 of 1961 (as amended), Section X, Assessment of Tax. Arts.
3,S-43 inclusive.

r2Civil Codc. Art. 2 164: Undtre Payment. (1) Whosever has paid what he was not

required to pay mty recover it. Civil Code, Art. 2166: Sufficient Cause, (1)
Recovery shall not bC :admitElCd where the payment was in discharge of a barred debt.

r'PrOcl.mfation No. 77 of N)75 ( amended), Art. 26.

tProclatation No. 2(15 o1' 163 (aIs amended). Ar. 15 (c). If a manufacturer has

submitted his mintlily declaratioms and paid tax thereon in due time, and does not
receive, Within a period of five (5) years from the date of receipt of the declaration
by the Tax Authority. I notice asse;ssing an i mount of tax different from the amount
of tax declared, the tam dcclared shalt he deemed Io have been approved and shall
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become final anJ conclusive: pravided, however, that the provision of this paragraph
(c) shall not relieve the taxpayer from liabiitI rrom the payment o1' LU which has not
been set forth in the aid declartion. AT1 2L (c), If a trader Is submited his
quarterly returns and paid thC lrri'Tvcr tLkx in d:c titL', as prescribed in Article '20
hereof, and if no different assessrment has bee it made by the T'xt, Authority wichin five
(5) year. from the end of the quartcr of the year or which the lax wav; due, the tax as
calculated on the basis of qiuarterly returns suhmitted by the trader shall be final and
conclusive.

6'Prociamation No. 173 of 196 (wa, amended), Art. 0o. Any twHaer who, being
required to do so, rails to decklre hiis ur (of an ortgizainn) it' income within the

period specified in Article 35 heretf nuii bc .,hasd In liicie Tax Authority, as
penalty, twenty per cent (201r) of the amount Of LUX finaillY as.esed hw the said
Income Tax Authority.

MProclamation No. 173 of 1% 1 (w amended), Art. 617 AO. taxpaver wha fails to pay

the full amount of tax due within thirt (30) days iater the payment ik due shall pay
a penalty equal to two per cent k2%) of the amount of ta x which ik in default, in
respect of every thirty (30) days during which payment ks in default, up to a maximum
penalty of fifty per cent (50%) of the am[.Lint clue.

b'Proclamation No. 173 of 1961 (as amended), Ar.. 37- Declarations hall he made

on special forms supplied by the Tncome Tax Auhority, which forms shall contain
particulars regarding all revenues and expendhures to he takien into aCC Lit in
computing taxable income.

OCivi Code, Art. 1852: Effect of Interruption. (1) A ne-w period of limitation shall
begin to run upon each interruption. (2) Such period shall be of ten years where the
debt has been admitted in writing or established by a judgriient.

6-1Proclamarion No. 173 of 1961 ( s amended). Art- 40. If no records and books of
account are maintained by the taxpayer, or if for any renson the record-, and books
of accounts are unacceptable to the Income Tax Authorit,. or if the taxpayer fails to
declare his or its incorme within the time specified in Art. 35 hereof, the Income Tax
Authority may assesS the tax by eimation (emphasis supplied).

ffProclamat[un No- 173 of 1%L (as amended). Ar. 55. An appeal must he made
within Ihirty (30) !Lays from the datC Of del ivC' )f the notificatioi- ur tle assessment
to the taxpayer: if no appeal is made within this period, or if the appellant fails to
deposit or pay, within the same period. the amountrs referred to in paragraphs (b), (c),
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(d) or (e) of klicle 54 hereof, the assessment of tax made by the Tax Authority shall
he considered as final and conclusive and immediatelv executive.

-]See An. 2 o f Proclamation No. 173 of 1961 (as amended).

'See Art>. 57 and 6 1 of Procelamation No, 173 of 1961 (as amended).

See A.t' 58-61 of Proclamation No- [73 of 1961 (as amended).

Translaied literally into English. the introductory provision to Article 70 (c) of the
Armharic ext reads without prejudice to the provisions of Art. 41 of this Proclamation
aznd -\r.. 55 of !he principal Proclamation ..." Thus, if the Amharc version is adopted
for ipplicaijr. ii appears to defea the whole purpose of Art 70 (c).

FcrlCU'iziion No. 173 of 1961 (:s amended). Art. 70 (c). Notwithstanding the
provnmmi of Article 41 of thi. Proclamation and Art 55 of the principal
Proclamation, the Income Tax Authority is authorized to revise, at any time, any of
its previou assessments of the tax in cases where it appears that the tax payer (i)
omitted to give a full Lnd proper declaration of income; (ii) refused to supply
information or supplied the TU\ Authority with false information concerning the
>LrcC> tif his iucorm or .Mze of his operations; (iii) committed any other (tax) offence
puniui:lc under the Penl Code of the Empire of Ethiopia.

Na.:L The ssord 'any other offence- miust be taken to mean tax offenses.

'*It is important to note that there is a problem in applying Article 70 (c) to the case
governed by Article 41 owing to the absence of a previous assessment made by the
Tax Authority in the ordinar. wnse. As. a result, we have no choice but to regard the
payable on the income set forth in [he declaration, and deemed to be approved by
virtue of Article 41. us the original assessment of the Tax Authority.

'Incidelntally writer would like to point out that the right to revise a previous
aese~nzieot in virtue of Article ?tI.0) may not be supplied to the situation where an

lap[pear im Mtd.ae aLflnt an [SseSi,;cn0t notification, and a decision is rendered by the
Tax Appeal Commis..sion Or by the regular appellate courts.
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ownal of Edczipun Law Vo. M 1993

AN OVERVIEW OF THE RIGHT TO STRIKE IN ETHIOPIA

By Tilahun Teshome"

Conditions of labour exist invoking such injustice, haniship and
pivaions to lwge numbers of people as to produce unrest so Sea that the
peace and amnony of the world are imperilled .... the failure of any nation
to adopt humane conditions of labour is an obstacle in the way of other
nations which desire to improve the conditions in their own countries-

1, Genea

In any system of industrialrelations where employers and workers are bound
by contractual relationships with separate and, at times, conflicting interests, it is
natural for the employer to exert his superior economic power and managerial skill
to take as much of the gain as possible from the production and service rendering
process. It is likewise natural for the workers to wage their owvn struggle by effective
utilizatiomof their organizational strenglh to obtain a better share of the profit, good
working conditions and employment security. Stoppage of work as a collective
measure to secure one or a variety of economic or social ends, commonly referred to
as strike, is but one aspect of this struggle of workers. It is an act "... by a body of
workers for the purpose of coercing their employer to accede to some dlemand they
have made upon him, and which he has refused".2

Strike grew out of the wage system in modern capitalism that payed the way
for trade unionism and the institution of collective bargaining, it is not a stoppage
of work resulting in the termination of the contract of employment, and the workers
continue to be attached to their place of work

The majority of such economic strikes result from controversies over wages.
Disputes over Improvement of work conditions, occupational safety, decrease in
working hours are also expressions of economic sirike. Points of controversy between
employers and workers over union recognition and discrimInatory'employment policy

Assistant Professor of Law, Addis Ababa University, former judge of the
Supreme Court of Ethiopia.
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resulting in strikes are also included in this category although they sometimes embrace
other social and political dimensions.

POiuical strikes. on the other hand, are not motivated by the immediate
economic interests of workers and thus do not spring from contractual relationships
with their employers. They are usually called by federations or confederations of
trade unions Or other pressure groups for political objectives?

As a right strike is recognized in many countries the world over although it is
not uncommon to come across pietes of legislation that require a series of specified
efforts towards dispute settlement be fore conducting the strike. There are, of course,
totali.ir ian regimes which are exceptions to this general wend that view all forms of
strike as subv rsive. But the widely accepted view places recogitiou of tbis b4sic
right as un ir',Sue of the day.

Modem developments in public international law are also in favour of this
trend. That ... everyone has the right to work, to free choice of employment, to just
and favourable conditions of work .- to just and favourable remuneration ensuring for
himself and his family an existence worthy of human dignity - is enshrined under
Anile 23 of the United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
Furt.hermnre the right to strike is explicity recognized under Article 8 of the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights adopted by the
General Assembly of the United Nations.

The international Labour Organization (ILO) too has adopted a number of
conventions and recommendations dealing with freedom of association and the right
(f collective hargaining of workers which states-parties are required to give
recognition and provide guarantees for their effective implementation in their
respecive jurisdiction.Q3

These conventions and reeommendations recognize the right of workers to
estahlish and join urade unions of their choice, the right of unions to draw up their
constitutions, to elect their representatives and to freely organize their administration.
Interferences impeding the exercise of the right to organize resulting in the dissolution
or temporary suspension of trade unions, or anti-union discrimination in respect of
employment or promotion and dismissal of workers for reasons of participation in
union actNties are strictlV prohibited. Even the law of the land under the auspices
of which the unions operate must not be applied to impair these guarantees.
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As the main theme of this paper is to treat the controversial notion of the right
to strike from the Ethiopian perspective, in the forthcoming discussion an attempt is
made to make a brief survey of past and present lcgk-lations pertaining to ihe subject
in light of these general considerations.

2. The Labour Relations Procjamation No- 210 of 1963

Ethiopian legislaive history shows this Proclamation to be the first of its kind
enacted in the area of industrial relations. As expressed in its preamble, its objective
was the creation of conducive labour conditions and the settlement of labour disputes
by means of collective bargaining. Labour dispute is defined as meaning any point
of misunderstanding concerning the terms or tenure of labour conditions; or the
eligibility or authority of a person claiming the right to represent either employers or
•,orkers in negotiating, arranging, fixing, maintaining or modi~fing the terms of labour
confdi t ons.

5

A machinery for the settlement of trade disputes known as the Labour
Relations Board was set up, with powers to consider, conciliate and arbitrate such
disputes; to consider any complaint of unfair labour practice, to prohibit arty such
pracice, tu direct any persons, groups or organizations to abstain therefrom; to
enforce ils decisions and awards by appropriate means; and to recommend to the
Minister of Community Development and Social Affairs the dissolution of
organi&ttions.' An appeal from a decision of the Board on questions of law, not on
findings of fact, was alinwed to be taken before the then Supreme Imperial Cout
Its po'wer was to examine such decision, and if there %as any error of law to refer the
case to ihe Boa-rd for final action, giving at the same time binding directives on
qucesions of law?

The Proclamation further recognized the righ-s of wssociatjons of employers
arid workers as well as the system of collective bargaining. As such workers were
granted rtghts not only to form and join trade unions but also to have their unions
affiliated to groups of unions confederated on a country-wide basis.' The term strike
was given statutory definition as being:

- any temporary cessation of work by the concerted action qf a group of
employee taken in connection with and intended as a means of
influencing an existing labour dispute. '

Despite this definition, however, the Proclamation did not have any provision
in which the right of workers to strike as a means of secu-ring their demand was
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recogzed. It did not expressly deny it either. It prohibited unfair practices and it
defined certain forms of strikes as elements of such unair practices' Difficult as
the task of drawing any distinction between the forbidden practices and others may
be, let us now examine the provision at some length.

The fimt proviso imposed on all forms of strikes was that they shoud not be
initiated, organized and conducted by any other person or group except trade unions.
Even workers of an undertaking with a serious trade dispute could not conceive of any
idea of conducting a strike unless they had a union. Workers in undertaking with
less than fifty workers were not allowed to form a union although it was possible fir
them to join general labour unions with workers of other undertakings. But this, at
the time, was a rare occurrence.

It was also an unfair labour practice within the meaning of the Froclamatiod
to incite or conduct a strike which was outside the soope of the lawful activities of
trade unions. The scope of activities of trade unions was taken to be the regulation
of labour conditions and activities permitted in the Proclamation, as well as the study,
protection and development of the economicocial and moral interests of their
members. It was in the scope of activities of trade unions to negotiate freely and
voluntarily matters in the field of labour conditions and settle disputes arising
therefrom by peaceful means whenever possible."

Strikes initiated without willingness to negotiate in good faith or arbitrarily
were likewise said to fall within the domain of unfair labour practices under the
Proclamation. In this respect questions to be raised are: What is meant by initiation
of arbitrary strikes? How is one to establish failure to show willingness to negotiate
in good faith? What, after all, was meant by such terms as good faith and
arbitrariness? Which body was empowered to determine the existence of these
reasons? No explanation was given on these and related points of controversy and
it seems the interpretation was left to the Minister of Community Development and
Social Affairs, who had wide powers to implement the Proclamration and to issue
subsidiary regulations for the better carrying out of its provisions3Y Other bodies in
whom the power to interpret the Proclamation was vested were the Labour Relations
Board and the Supreme Imperial Court.

Similarly, conducting or initiating strikes prior to submksion of the dispute to
the Labour Relations B oard and before the expiration of a period of sixty days
following such submission as well as coriucting strikes in violation of or against the
final decision or award of the Board was also an element of unfair labour practice and
therefore unlawful in the eyes of the Proclamation. First, the attention of the
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employer must be drawn to the dispute that might lead to the intended strike. In the
event of failure to reach an agreement acceptable to the parties, the law required it
to be taken before the Board. The Bond, after having exhausted all possible means
of arriving at amicable settlement, had two options. It might reject the demands of
the trade union and its petition for strike upon such terms as it may think appropriate,
or it might grant the petition to strike so that the employer could be forced to submit
to the demands of the union. It was also possible to initiate and conduct strikes sixty
days after taking the dispute before the Board and if the latter failed to render any
decision or award. Silence of the Board. for one reason or another, made the strike
lawful once the prescribed time lapsed.

Still other situations of strike that constituted unfair labour practice were those
that were accompanied by violence, threats of force or unlawful publicity, incidents
of violence and threats of force are not difficult to understand, But the meaning of
the phrase "unlawful publicity' is controversial. What mode of publicity was lawful
and what was not? Were unions banned from circulating documents and leaflets on
the strike to their members and to the public? Were they expected to have
information on the strike censored? Was a press release on the strike unlawful?
Who was to decide its unlawful nature?

The last item included in the unfair labour practices ist was more of
categorization of the work by reason of it- vital public nature, or the esential
character of the services rendered. In the language of the Proclamation, strikes
initiated and conducted by workers engaged, without limitation in the provision of
electricity, water and other public utity services, telephone and telegraphic
communication, and transportation services were not lawful. With the exception of
transportation services, other activities were as much of public businesses at the time
of the enactment of the Proclamation as they are taday'3

The enumeration was not exhaustive, however, as the very phrase 'Without
limitation" implies. How then was the linit to be set up? Was it once again an issue
left to the Minister of Community Development and Social Affairs? It was also a
question that challenged the competence and independence of the Labour Relations
Board and that of the Imperial Supreme Court. What was the guarantee available
if employers or public authorities kept on saying the work threatened by a strike
action was essential in character? A strike by its nature, is an undesirable
phenomenon, Workers, in most cases resort to it when all amicable efforts of settling
a dispute fail to produce a positive result. It is the last card with which they play to
exert pressure over their employer. Without mechanisms devised to limit the broad
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interpretation to which the phrase "Without limits" is subjected, one could not conceive
of any effective strike under this Proclamation.

3 The Labur Procl amation No. 64 of 1975

The Labor Relations Proclamation No.210/63 of Imperial Ethiopia was
superseded by the Labour Proclamation No. 64/1975 upon the advent of the
Provisional Military Administrative Council, widely known as the Verguc. to the
country's political arena. Although there was no express provision which, in
particular, repealed the former legislation, the reading of article I ll in the latter, in
which laws, regulations or decisions inconsistent with the new law in respect of
situations provided thereia were to have had no effect, rendered it redundant on
matters pertaining to industrial relations for all intents and purposes, No mention was
made in it of employers' associations and the very term employer was replaced by the
word undertaking, delibertely or otherwise. One may be tempted to attribute these
omissions and replacements to the apparent or real affiliation of the then policy
makers to communist ideology.

Comprehersive as the legislation may seem, with, of course, a number of its
own merits and drawbacks, and controversial as interpretations of some of its
provisions were, this writer will try to limit the discussion t the provisions pertaining
to organizational independence of workers and their right to strike-

Needless to say, workers were granted the right to form and become members
of trade unions: and srimilarly unions were given the right to form and become
members (if industrial trade unions, which in turn were allowed to establish one
national associznion namely, the AiEthiopian Trade Union (AETU).' 4  The
organizational s tructure of these unions was more of a paramilitary set up designed
to serve the idea of the so called democratic centralism which was applied to many
of the organizations of the time, Only one trade union was to be established in a
single undertaking. Lower trade unions were to be subordinates to the higher ones
and members were required to maintain strict discipline. Trade anions. at the bottom
of the ladder were obliged to accept and implement the decisions of superior ones."
All union. were also expected to respect the norms and comply with instructions of
political organs. especially that of the party which legally assumed the patronage of
providing pnlitical und ideological guidance to the Ethiopian society, trade unions
being no expecetion." It was also their duty to see to it that laws, regulations,
agreemenis, work rules and procedures were strictly obsered by their members."
Trade Unions organized before the coming into force of this Proclamation were
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dissolved and their rights and obligations were transferred to the urions formed
according to the new law. Nu different was the fate of the Confederation of
Ethiopian Labour Unions (CELU) which was only a voluntary and free association
of the numerous unions that ftlurished during the Imperial era. All its rights and
obligations were trnferred to the All Ethiopian Trade Union,98 The national union
was recognized, tita at least, as the representative of all workers in the country with
powers to .. ide and supervise the labour movement and iksue directives to unions
to ensure theiltnctioning in line with socialist principles.fn

The monolithic nature of the structure (if these trade unions and the denial of
choice of trade union membership was, obviously, criticized by many. One report by
experts of the International Labour Organization dlear> said that the legislation was
at variance with the right of workers to establish and join trade unions of their choice
contained under Artikle 2 of the Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right
to Organize Convention No. 87 of the ILO which was ratified by Ethiopia long before
the promulgat(io of thi5 Pruclamation*l " The report noted the advantages of a
strong trade union movement which i.i free from the shortcomings associated with
undue multiplicity of smal[ and competing organizatrims, hut at t.he same time
regiswtered the objection of the experts over unification of trade unions by legislative
means. In this respect it went on to say:

... there is cit fundawnetwl difference between a situafin in which a trade
rtaion monopoly , inytitued or niiniained by legiulation and the factual
siuadrma. which are found to exist in cerain cou-nries in wtich rite
workers or their trade unions join togrther voluntariy- in a single
organization without thi being fhe result of Jeiisfative provision adopted
ro that effect.'2

As to strike, the Proclamation defined the term in much the same way as the
previous legislation did. In addition, such aciions as slow-down, disruption of work
and preventing others from working were considered to constitute a strike!- But
this one tO failed to give exprems recognition of the right to strike. It rather
described unlawful strikes as those:

1. initiated without there being a collective trade dispate to which the
trade union is a party; even if there is a collective trade dispute the
case hs not been relrerrcd to the Lbour Division of the High Court
and even if it has been referred fiFc) da.s have not etapsed befure any
decision k give
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2. initiated in pposition to tfe decion of the Awraja Court or the
Labour Division of the High Court.

3. initiated in violation of the constitution of the union."

Obvious as the cumbersome nature of this provision is, let us briefly explore
the message it was intended to convey.

As pointed out above, although the Proclamation did not provide a provision
on the right, it is possible to argue a omnrario from the meaning of the quoted
provision to infer what a lawful strike is all about.

Strikes are mainly natural consequences of unresolved confliets between
workers and their employers. The Proclamation did not, however, take all forms of
disputes for causes warranting a strike action. In the first pace, the nature of the
dispute had zo be collective as distinct from individual. Secondly, only the trade union
in a given undertaking had to be the initiator of the strike. Questions may arise in
this regard- What was meant by individual and collective trade disputes? How were
the union and its members expected to demonstrate their solidarity with a worker
against whom gross injustice was done even though his dispute with the employer was
of an individual nature?

Definitions of both classes of trade disputes were, of course, provided in the
Proclamation. But drawing distinctions between the two was not always as simple as
its reading would seem to imply.' Nevertheless, once the dispute was classified as
collective, only the union was allowed to initiate and conduct the strike. No other
body or individual member could assume this task no matter how grave the cause may
be to the workers. The cau e must also be limited o|nly to matters affcting workers
in the undertaking to which the trade union was affiliated. Any other cause was rued
out pers . This made calling sympathetic and general strikes an outright imposibility.

Ncxt comes the procedure to be followed for a pre-strike settlement of the
dispute. Before any meaningful strike action was contemplated, the trade union was
expected to draw the attention of the Labour Division of the High Court to the
dispute. Even thei, the union had to wait for the prescribed fifty days to lapse. If the
court were to prohibit the petition, the whole thing would end up there and then.
Insisting on the strike action thereafter was tantamount to a criminal offence entailing
loss of liberty or fines.
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It is also stated that strikes were deemed to be unlawful if conducted in
violation of provisions contained in the constitution of trade unions, The constitution,
among other things, must include the objectives of the union, rights and duties of
members , duties and responsibilities of leaders, general and other meetings of unions
and their functions-75

The law was silent regarding incorporating dispute settlement procedures in the
constitution of trade UntIns. But as the enumeration was not exhaustive, it is safe to
aSSLIMnC incorpordion of these procedures in a constitution of a trade union as long
Us they do not coi1taiit elements conlrary to the provisions of the Proclamation,
whatever this may ,n an. If so, no strike must be conducted without faithfurlly
rollowing what was Laid downa in it.

These difficult resiriction.s imposed on the right to strike were also subjected
to severe criticisms heyjerts of the International labour Organization. They
considered the effccts of the provision as rendering impossible - for all practical
purposes, i he right (of workers it tke sirike action for the furtherance or defence of
their interc, ., The experis in this connection poited out that" ... the effective
prohibiilion (f sirikes etmstitUte a considerablc restriction of the opportunities open
to trade titltiS." l"veit if the law,' of the land was respected by the Freedom of
Assoetatt)o, onvention, it must not be applied to impair the guarantees provided in
it" including the right of trade unions to orgainize their activities>?

4. Te .Labour Proclamation No. 42 ofJQV3

The demise of the Dergue was followed by the formation of the Transitional
Government of today's Ethiopia, a few weeks after forces of the EPRDF took control
of the country.,' In one of the moves to transform the soco-politiea abric of the
nation in accordance with their political ideals, the new leaders have recently come
out with anolher Tlabour legislation.

The new law recognizes the right of both workers and employers to form their
organizations and participate in them. It is also possible to form federations and
confederations of trade unions and employers' associations. Only a single trade
union, however, may be established in an undertaking. To qualify for trade union
formation the number of workers in the undertaking must not be less than twenty,
Those in undertakings with less than twenty workers may form general trade unions
with other workers in different undertakings provided they fulfill the required number
of twenty.- This approach is transplanted into the new Proclamation from the
provisions of its predecessor.
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So far as the organizational structure is concerned, the new Proclamation has
done away with some of the restrictions contained under Proclamation 64/1975.
Although the practical application of the law is yet to be seen, no mention is made
of creating a single national confederation of trade unions, It even suggests the
possibility of creating more than one confederation by Laying down the word in the
plural. The principle of orgartizationa] centralism and the requirement of strict
discipline is no where to be seen. Potential interference by public authorities and
political groups with union activit,-s appears to have been reduced tL some extent-

The objectives of trade unions, their federations and confederations alike, 5re,
indeed the furtherance of the interests of their members. In view of this fact,
however, there is a provision in the Proclamation that casts doubt on the intentions
of public officials, or those responsible for the drafting and implementation of the
Proclamation at the very least, whether they want to leave the entire husi ness of union
activity to the. full discretion of its r eLtt'ul members, This is manifested in a provisiom
which states that trade unions, their federations nd confedertiurts sha'l:

ensure that Lawtsr regulatioansv directives and statenrent. are kw'Ln to.
obsened and implemenr ee by oJcmhers.A

Questions may arise at this point. Why do wc nced to hac this idea
incorporated in the law? Is U ttnion expected !o aisu i1w po.'iticn or !a,.
enforcement agencie ? How do union members implem-nt laws. regulations.
directives and even statenenks of the .Itate? Wat meusure, .%uld , nin take
against a member who ftjils to perform such a taSk?

Respect for the law of the [and is a duty incII!bet.t t;i11n everyoe. Th, is
clearly stated tInder the Freedom of Associacions and the Right to Organize
Convention of the ILO as wo ll BLut it is not in 1-c [)rvinCe Of trade uiiitt activity
to ensure observance and impLemenctation of laws and regulmions. The State has set
up its own machinery to perform this tauk. One join, a trade union not because he
intends to perform tuch functions hui to tan rd and proniote hi> i oWtres, tt~2ther with
that of his feLLow workers. That evetintC mLi" ive LIi rclpc t to 1i e law goes
without saying. But that he mHuSt plty the rtle oF a Iaw enloremcni officer does not
fallnw.

With this observation in mind, let us new 5ee c!- hi the nc",v Proclamation has
in store for striker. There i, a chapter (evt.ned to the mveaning and procedures of

conducting a .strike actin, the n:ioin article of wIlnc is quLI, be2,
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L Woirm have the ru fo sike so protect their (irce in th manner

preScribed in this Pcmwanon..

3. The pvisio of sub-anle I shall not qppy to waoken (sic) of
uw kmdn nrmred o in Aickle 136(2) of the Prodamadon' t

A closer scrutiny of this article sheds light on the class of workers the right is
said to apply to, the procedural requirements for conducting a strike action and the
smbject matter of the strike under contemplation which we will separately deal with
as folow:-

4.1 Clas of Workers-who CannotClaim-the Right

Not all kinds of workers have the right to seek, initiate and conduct a strike
action. There are workers who are effectively excluded by the Proclamation from its
scope of application. These include, amongst others, public servamns members of the
armed forces and the police and persons holding managerial positions. The Council
of Ministers is also given power to determine the applicability of this legislation to
workers employed in foreign diplomatic missions and international organizations
within the territory of Ethiopia as well as those employed in religious and charitable
organizations.2

Members of the public service, armed forces and the police are naturally
covered by special laws governing their activities. The status of public servants, for
example, is determined by a regulation which is still in force. Workers in the public
service are unequivocally prohibited by this regulation from going on strike or
participating in any concerted actionp

In this respect, as many countries, ours being no exception, take strikes by
public servants as serious and sensitive issues. Convention No. 151 and
Recommendation No 159 of the 1LO need to be taken cognizance oL The
Convention deals with the protection of the right to organize and procedures for
determining the conditions of employment in the public service. It takes note of the
considerable expansion of public service activities and the need for soud labour
relations in the area. It applies to a0l bound by contracts of employment in the pub]ic
service with the exception of those high leve employees whose functions are normally
considered as policy making or managerial and those whose duties are of a highly
oxfidential nature?' The Convention requires members of the 1LO to grant
adequate protection against any and all acts of anti-union discrimination similar to
those granted to other classes of workers under previous Conventions. The rights of
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workers ehployed in the public service to organize and to bargain collectively is
respected and all protection accorded to individual workers and trade unions were
extended to individual public servants and their associations. With regard to dispute
settlement procedure the Convention has this to say:

The settlement of disputes arsing in connection wath e deenmination of
terms and conditions of employment s/tall be Yough4k as may be
appropriaze lo national conditions trough negotiations between the pardes
or through independent and inpanial machinety such as mediatio
coniliation and arbftradon, establihed in such a manner as to ensure the -

confldence of the panqes invotved.)5

Whether this country has ratified the Convention or not is not within the
knowledge of this writer. But the fact that public servants are once again effectively
precluded from the exercise. of these rights by the ingenious method of elimination
from the scope of application of the new Proclamation, he is certain.

The second class of workers who do not have the right to strike under the new
law are those who are said to be engaged in essential services. The Proclamation
defines these services as those rendered by undertakings to the general public. They
include:

oL air transport and railway services;
b. undenakings supplying eleceric power;
C undertakings supplying water and carrying out cin, cleaning and sanitation

sertcres;
d. urban and inter-urban bus services and filing stations;
e. hospitals, clinics, dispensares and phanacies;
f banks;
g. fire brigade sen'ices; and
h. postal and telecommunications senvices&"

Numerically, the workers engaged in the province of what the law calls
essential services do constitute a sizable ratio of the population of trade union
membership in the country. It may also be expected that it is in these undertakings
that the highly qualified and politically conscious labour force is to be found, Then
how does the law attempt to compensate for the denial of this essential right to these
workers? One's effort to look for an answer to this question in the new Proclamation
will be to no avail.
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The raison det=e of denying workers the right to strike in these undertakings
is con~tmous too, There are those who argue that the activities performed by these
wor-ers are- s vital for the public at large and the effects of strike so devastating as
to result in an r .eparable d_ 'Mge that it is proper to prqibitr such strikes. They say
such strikes are prohibited not because their objcts'ir unlawful but because it is
believed that stoppage of work is so serious as to prod'uce injury to the interest of the
general public.

Those on the other side of the fence contend that the right to Mike is not a
luxury workers can afford to go without. First, they say, it is a violation of the
principle of freedom of association enshrined in the various conventions and
recommendations of the ILO, the UN Universal Decaration of Human Rights, the
UN International Convenient on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and a number
of other international documents. To draw distinctions between workers simply by
the nature of the work they.perform, they further argue, is tantamount to the denial
of the eu-aI-protecion of the. law, -

The other points that must be considered are the difficulty of differentia'ing
Sesazntialervicsfrom other kinds of senrkces. Essential services are defined as those
services rendered by underflngs to the general public. Apart from activities clearly
stated in the provisions which we have seen above, this generalized expression may
also suggest the possibility of including other activities in the definition of essential
services. How, then, is it possible to delimit the wide interpretation to which the
provision is open? What, after all, makes a certain form of service public and
essential? We have seen, for example, that workers in undertakings that provide
urban and inter-urban bus services are denied the right to strike. What if Lorry
drivers, say those working in the Ethiopian Freight Transport Corporation, decide to
go on Strike? Is not the service they render to the public as essential as that of bus
drivers? Some people might say i; is. Others might not. Thcir argument depends on
which end of the stick they may find themselves positioned or on their subjective
assessment of the problem at hand. Preference of one argument to the other in the
event of controversy will undoubtedly be a challenge, to members of the new Labour
Relations Board and those in the judiciary.

Be that as it may, one should not unnecessarily extend die list of activities to
many fields with a subtle objective of legally blessing effective paralysis of strikes in
all major fields of the economy. As the right to strike is so pivotal to the freedom of
association of workers, any political order that boasts of promoting the cnuss of
justice and democracy must stand pat in its policy by adhering to respect it.
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4.2 Procedural Requirements and ,hesbiect Matter of the Strike

The right to strike is exercised by those workers to whom it is granted only
when it is initiated and conducted in accordance with the manners prescribed in the
Proclamation. As such before resorting to any form of strike they are expected to
give advance notice to the employer through their union indicating their reasons for
so doing; they should make all efforts to solve and settle the dispute through
conciliation; the strike action should be suppored by a majority of workers concerned
in which at least owo-thirds of the members of the trade union were present; and they
should ensure the observance of safefy regulations and accident prevention procedures
in the undertaking?

7

It is not sufficient to give advance notice of at least ten days to the employer
but it is also necessary to serve the same to the representative of the Ministry of
L.abotr and Social Affairs in the area or the concerned government offices, whatever
this may be. One may ask why unions have to notify the action to these bodies. The
obvious reason is security. Others may be matters of policy because the Minister is
the one responsible to oversee union activities, Can you guess what more?

Next comes the requirement of conciliation- Trade unions are expected to
make all pussibe efforts to solve and settle their disputes through the institution of
conciliation which in the definition of the Proclamation is:

- the activit' conducted by a private person or persom appointed by the
Minister at the joint requesr of the parties for the purpose of bringing the
paties together and seeking to arrange betwen them voluntay seafem enr
of a labour dispute which their own efforts alone do not prouce.-

Matter that come before the competence of a concitiator are disputes of a
collective nature like wages, conditions of work, collective bargaining, etc., that affect
the entirety of workers and the existence of the undertaking. To this end, the
conciiliator endeavours to bring about amicable settlement of the dispute within thirty
days after the dispute is brought before him, If he fails to do so within the prescribed
time limit he sullmis his report to the Minister and gets out of the picture.YW

It might seem that lawful strike is possible once the dispute is taken before the
conciliator and his effort to bring about any meaningful settlement fails, if the parties
do not submit the dispute to the Labour Relations Board," ' and further if the
requirements of advance notice are observed. But the pre-strike journey of workers
does not end up there and then. Anyone of the parties may submit the matter to the
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Board and the strike action must wait for another period of thirty days within which
the Board shall give its decision. The Proc]amation does not provide the time limit
for submitting the matter to the Board. But the exigencies of the problem demand
an immediate action and what is meant by immediate action must be construed by the
standards of a reasonable person.

Yet again anyone of the contending parties may appeal against the decision of
the Board to the Central High Court within thirty days after the decision has been
read to or served upon him which ever comes first. The appeal must be restricted to
a question of law which the appellant thinks has materially affected the Board's
decision. What constitutes an error on a question of law and what does not seems
,o have been left to the subjective discretion of the justices of the Central High Court.
Anyway, once the appeal is taken, the union is expected to observe still another
period of thirty days within which the court may decide oin the dispute.

On appeal the Central High Court has two options. The first one, which is an
easy way out, is to affirm the decision of the Board in which event the union may or
may not proceed with the strike action depending on the decision. But if the Court
is of the opinion that the Board erred on a question of law that materially affects the
outcome of the dispute at hand it:

shall remand the master to die Board for fither arion not inconsistent
with the Court's deterination, with or without detailed court directives,
but the Court shall not itself reverse, modify or amend the Board's
decisiom 2

A person having a closer look at this provision may raise questions such asq:
How does such an error materially affect the outcome of the dispute? -low does the
Court arrive at a determination inconsistent with that of the Board if it "shall not
reverse, modify or amend the Board's decision*? What else may actions of remand
by the Court" with or without detailed - directives' amount to apart from reversal,
modification or amendment of the Board's decision? What will the outcome be if the
Board still insists on the correctness of its first decision?

Posing these questions the answers of which are open to some degree of
controversy, when one looks at the hurdles unions have to face before conducting a
lawful strike, the dispute may go all the way from mutua l negotiation of the concerned
parties to the conciliator, to the Labour Relations Board and to the Central High
Court before the contemplated action becomes viable. The minimum number of days
to be observed comes to a hundred and thirty, i.e.. ten days of advance notice to the
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employer and the concerned. government office, thirty days each before the
conciliator, the Board and the Central High Court with an additional period of thirty
more days granted to the party who intends to appeal against the decision of the
Board to the Central High CourL And God knows what will surface in the meantime.

Coming to the remaining procedural requirements, that the decision to strike
must be supported by the required number of workers is not hard to grasp. But that
strikers are bound to ensure observance of safety regulations and accident prevention
procedures sounds enigmatic. Why does a striker have to observe these regulations?
Is not a smike an action taken by workers in unison to bring the employer to their
terms? How are these regulations and procedures to be observed? Failure to do so
does not have much to do with a strike action. It is a separate concept that deals with
the individual guilt of a worker or an employer which by itself has civil and sometimes
penal consequences.

As to the subject matter of strikes, any lawful action within the meaning of the
new proclamation must have protection of workers' interests as its objective. But, the
phrase "protection of interest" is open to different interpretations. The contextual
reading of the various provisions suggest the assumption that for a labour dispute to
be a cause and motive of strike it must have a collective character. But no where in
the Proclamation are individual and collective trade disputes defined Inspite of this
seemingly deliberate omission to define the two classes of trade disputes, the
Proclamation makers reference to both in some of its provisions Article 138/1/ and
Article 142/1/ to cite but two. This omission is likely to aggravate the already
existing controversy in applying these concepts to practical problems for some time
to come as Ethiopian courts do not follow the principle of sareskdai in adjudicating
cases.

In an attempt to fuse the concept of both classes of disputes laid down under
the previous Proclamation No. 64/1975. the law generally states the definition of a
"Labour dispute' as:

... any contivvers ansing between a worker and an employr or trade
union and employers in respect of the aplfication of law, collective
agreement, work ndes, erployment contract or ctomary rules and also
any dzsareeent adrt duing colective bwgaifi or in connection with
collective areement"

The other related point that cdserves our attention at this juncture is the
possibility of conducting general, sympathetic or other forms of strike. The
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Proclamation only speaks of economic strikes relating to the collecthe interests ofAe,
unionized workers in a single undertaking. They must show that tiey have a vested
interest in the outcome of the dispute. We ca, therefore, say that the new
Proclamation ex_ e exressions of oldarity workers may manifest to each

other by way of general or sympathetic strikes Aithough federations and
confederations of tr unions are ecognzed, they cannot call such snrike nor can
they be parties to trade dispute poceedings before conciliator% the Labor Relations
Board or before courts of law. One may wonder why the legislators felt the need for

uItng tbe up. Their functions are no more than political helter-skelter, to the
observation of this writer at least"

42 MhgnWy

When dealing with labour disputes of this nature, the other crucial aspect to
be considered is the position of the employer. Employment relationship is primarily
a juridical act that results from a contract between the worker and his employer, A-s
such it is an agreement whereby the worker undertakes to reader to the employer:

... under the &lrer's direction, for a determined or undetemined de
services of physical and ielltuat natu in consideration of wages which

Semployer ndenakes to pay inrm4 5

With all due considerations to the peculiar characteristic of employment
cont-acts, to the human element involved in it, to the economic strength and social
superiority of the employer, etc.. the meeting of mihds of the parties is as much of
a cardinal concept in employment contracts just as it is in all other kinds of contract.

Cumbersome as they definitely are, let us assume that all the procedural
requirements laid down in the Proclamation for conducting strike are met, and let us
further assume that the workers do not fall in one or another category of exclusion
from the exercise of the right to strike; what will be the out come if the employer
insists on his position and refuses to bow to the pressure of the strikers? What if be
goes one more step forward and aggravates the situation by exercising his right under
the existing laws and collective agreements to terminate the contract of employment?

In a free enterprise economic system where property right is sacred, with
legislative and even constitutional protection, the owner has the widest right over his
property which may neither be divided nor restricted save as is expressly provided for
by the law ite.. Do we have to expect an indefinite continuation of the strike
until he finally comes to the terms of the strikers? Or what other avenues of action
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are there to the workers? Such occurrences may seem improbable, but they are not
far fetched. Tie law does not seem to have foreseen this possib[lity too,

4.4_ nJ.1c3-*-1n-u-E

To initiate and conduct a strike after a dispute ha been referred to the Labour
Relations Board or to the Centra High Court aud prior to the lapse of thirty days
before any order or decision is given is unlawful in the eyes of the Proclamation. It
is also unlawful to refuse to obey or to continue a strike in defiance of the final order
or decision of the Board or unwarrantedly to delay obeying such an orderor
decision.47 Violation of this procedure is an offence punishable with a fine not
exceeding Birr 1,200 if committed by a union or Birr 300 if committed by an
individual worker unless the provisions of the Penal Code prescribe more servere
penalties in which case the punishment laid down in the alter becomes applicable."

5. Chncluditg Remarks

To consider a[l strikes as homogeneous occurrences aimed at subversion stands
in the way of democracy and enlightenment. As a social phenomenon of considerable
degree of complexity, strike is a form of conflict that requires due recognition by the
parties involved and by public authorities. It is an undesirable but, at times, an
unavoidable incident, So long as discontent is the prime mover of change and
development, any social order needs to appreciate this fact and work towards its just
solution. There is quite a difference between social conflict, which is a fact of life,
and confrontation which can be traversed by compromise, tolerance and by means of
devising a wise and just policy. Suppression of differences is nothing but postponing
the conflict for another time so that it may surface with a new and more serious bang.

More often than not, relations of workers to their employers and to the state
in this countr , have been that of subservience at the best of times- In the forgoing
discussion an attempt has been made to show the right of workers to freedom of
association and that of strike in the Ethiopian perspective. With all due respect to
their positive contributions, the three legislations we have gone through are far from
being satisfactory by the standards of tle various conventions and recommendations
of the International Labour Organization and other international instruments.

Any meaningful recognition of individual and collective rights must not be
accompanied by impediments of one form or another that may bring about its
paralysis. The legislator should subject such rights to limitations only in so far as the
action is compatible with the nature of the right and for the purpose ofpromoting the
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general welfare (f the society. A right is jUSI as dead as the paper on which iLis
.rLiflca s~ it is properly...xercis- _T_. net- for so doing aflses. . As
embarking upon -he road to democrai6 and free enterprise economic system is on the
order of the day, we hope the architects of our society will view the issue with great
perspicacity.
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1. Preamble to the Constitution of the International Labour Organisation adopted
at Philadelphia on 10 May, 1994.

2. Black's Law Dictivna y, 5th ed., 1979, West Publishing Company.

3. The other form of categorizing strikes is by the mode of initiation. Some of
these are general strikes, sympathy strikes, sit down strikesand wild cat strks.
General Strikes are usually called by federations or confederations of trade
unions in a given sector of the economy, or generally at national or regional
levels. They may also be called by political parties to which such federations
or eonfeeratioris are affiliated. They may have promotion of economic
and/or political interests of their members as an objective. SiL down strike is
a form of strike conducted by workers who stop their work but do not leave
their work premises. Wild cat strikes are carried on by a group of workers in
an undertaking without authorization of union officials and sometimes against
actions of such officials. Sympathy strikes involve two unions or more. They
are manifestations of union solidarity wherein one union strikes in sympathy
with the objectives of another.

4. To this end the major legal instruments of the ILO are :(a) Convention No. 87
of 1948 cited as The Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to
Organize Convention, (b) Convention No. 95 of 1949 cited as The Right to
Organize and Collective Bargaining Convention, (c) Concention No. 135 of
1971 cited as The Workerst Representatives Convention, and (d)
Recommendation No. 143 of 1971 cited as The Workers' Representatives
Reoommendation

5. Proc. No. 210/1963, Art. 2().

6. [kid., Art. 12.

7. Md., Art. 19.

S. Prior to the coming into force of the Proclauation, the status of unions was
equated with that of civil assbciations and was regulated by the Civil Code of
the Empire of Ethiopia, Nearit Gazeta. Fxtraordfna Lsy4u, 19th year No. 2.
See Book One, Title 3, Chapter 2 in general and see Article 406 of the Code
in particuLar.
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9. Proc, No. 210/1963, Art. 2(q).

10. mId., Art, 2(s) cam. Art. 28.

11. hWtf,, Art. 22-

12- bid., Art 3 cam Art. 37. The Minister subsequently issued the Minimum
Labour Conditions Regulation No. 302/1964 pursuant to the authority vested
in him in the Proclamation,

13. Here, by Public business is meant business ventures conducted only by the
government for reasons of their vital importance or the public character of the
activities undertakcn.

14. Proc. No. 64/175 Art. 49.

15. L"j., Art, 50(4) (5) (7).

16. SeC the Proclamation to establish the Commission for Organizing the Party of
the Working People of Ethiopia No. 174 of 1979.

17. Proc. No. 64/1975, Art.52. (1) (g)-

IS. Ibid., Art. 1 14(2)-

19- Jbid., Art. 52(3) (b)

20. Rport of the Committee _f Experts on the Application of Conventions-and
Recommendation; International Labour Office Publicatioz Geneva 1976. p-
120-

21. Ibid.

22- BEQws. No. 64/1975, Ar. 2(22).

23. R", Art 106.

24. Ikid., Art. 2(5) and Art. 2(12) respectively defined collective and individual
trade disputes. By the former was meant any claim arising out of the
interpretation or the improvement of existing provisions contained in laws or
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regulations or collective agreements or work rues or accepted practices and
disputes involving questions of representation by the workers or the
undertaking or arising in the course of collective negotations. By the later was
meant a claim of an aggrieved worker arising out of the violation or alteration
of prvisions contained in laws, regulations, work rues or individual coatracts
of cmployment or the non-application of established practices by the
undertaking.

25. Ibid.. Ari. 55.

26. Report cited at note 20 abowe, p. 121.

2. The [PRD|, Ethiopian Peoples Revolutionary Democratic Front, founded and
nurtured in the highlands of Northern Ethiopia, effectively brought about an
end to the era ut the Dergue atter an insurgency operation that lasted over a
decade and a half, it is now said to be an umbrella organization embracing
The Tigrian Peoples Liberation Front (TPLF), The Ethiopian Peoples
Demtcratic Mov.cmeiu (EPDM), The Oromo Peoples Democratic Officers
RIv olLvtionar Movement (EDORM). It holds 32 of the 87 sits in the Council
of reprmcniI ivc., rthe Supreme [aw making body in the country. The
remaining 55 sits are shared betweenseveral other political groupings and
liberation movements,

2,%. Proc. Ni,. 42/1993, Art1 10.

21). id. Art. 114.

30. _ibi ., Art. 115.

31. Ibid., Art.. 157.

32. Ibi Art. 3.

33. Public bervice Regulation No. 269/1962, Art. 83.

34. LLt'ALLF Relations (Public Service) Convention No. 151 of 197&, International
[:LbLPAtr ()rcaruization, Art. 1, Par. 2.

35, -bis .. Art. 8.
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36. Proc No. 42/ 1993. ArL 136(2).

37. bid., Art. 158.

38- i., Arr 136 (1)

39. WU., Art. 142,

40- The Lahour Relations Board of the [mp-er[ul era "as doice away with by Proc.
Nu. 64/1975 hut is now reinstated by the new Proclamatkm with powers to
adjudicute collective trade disputes. 1o conciliate the parties and to give any
order, ir.d decisions as well as to hle-Lr caes OR prohibited acions,

41. Proc. No, 42/93, Art, 154,

42. bI d,

43- Ibid, Art. 136(3).

44. [bd.. Art. 116. Functions of federations and confederations include
srengthening the unity and spirit of cooperation of their members.,
participation in the determiniation of improvement of the condicions of work
at the trade or industry level as well as to encourage members to strengthen
their pareticipaion in the construction of the national economy. The question
To he asked here is. How do these organs strengthen ihe spirit of cuooperation
and unitv of their members where they are not in a posidon tomake use of the
muost important weapon of solilarity expression?

45, Civil Code of Ethiopia, Art. 2512.

46. [bid,, Art. 1204.

47, Proc. No, 42/1993, Art. 160.

48. 1iid., Art. 185 Qm Art. 183. See also Ari. 4 [3 of the PCnal 0Cde 4 f Ethiopia,
NeN.Lrit C1ae1:. Enrairdinany Issue. 16th vcar No- .
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